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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of an
Intervention program, Reading Recovery, on the literacy achievement of black
and white students. Through a battery of assessment, interviews, and analysis
procedures, the researcher addressed the following questions;
1.

Do black and white students, who were students in the intervention
program, Reading Recovery, have similar levels of literacy achievement
and share similar literacy characteristics?

2.

Do black and white students who successfully complete the intervention
program, Reading Recovery, maintain average scores for at least two
years post intervention?

3.

Do teachers of black and white stijdents accurately evaluate tiieir literacy
ability two years post intervention?
Twenty-seven third grade students were selected to partia'pate in the

study, based upon their successfully completing the Reading Recovery
Program.
Procedures included The students reading Three Narrative Passages
written at different difficulty levels. One passage was written at a first grade
level, the second passage was written at a ttiird grade level, and the third
passage was written at a fifth grade level. In addition to the Three Narrative
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Passages The San Dieao Oral Reading Paragraph for grade three was
administered. An interview with the students' teachers included the teachers
completing a questionnaire, The Teacher Evaluation of Students' Literacy
Ability. The students were given The Elementary Reading Attitude Survey to
measure their attitude about reading. Finally a written sample of the students'
writing was obtained.
Results showed no significant differences between the black and the
white students on any of the assessments. There was no significance difference
found in the teachers' evaluation of the black and white students' literacy ability.
Both black and white students maintained average literacy scores two years
post intervention.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to present the following: 1) focus of the
study, 2) the intent of the study . 3) background of the study, 4) statement of
the problem, 5) objective for the study, 6) rationale for the study, 7) significance
of the study, 8) assumptions of the study, 9) limitations of the study, and 10)
definitions of tenns.
Focus of the Study
This study is about investigating students' performance in the subject
areas of Reading and writing in a Southwestern public school system. The
concern for equitable and fair treatment of our state's school age children is of
cntical importance as we look at performance. In this regard, an aspect of the
study is on opportunity, opportunity to learn with one's peers without threat of
unfairness in the delivery of instruction, soa'al/program reprisals, or radal
subjugation. All students should and must have a proper chance at
development and growth. They should receive the same or similar cum'culum,
instruction, and intervention. The teacher is an integral part of a student's
maturation, development and growth. What teachers think and expect of their
students is a pivotal piece of information regarding the opportunities and
performances a student may have.
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Past research has explored differences in student performances on
various reading scales. (Brophy & Good. 1978; Allington. 1980; Clay. 1982). Other
research has looked at the impact of opportunity and unequal opportunity on
the educational outcomes for a variety of students (McOermott, 1977; Collins.
1980; Kozol. 1991). Surely teacher expectations have been examined by the
Rosenthal Studies (1966) dealing with 'Pygmalian in the Classroom' as well as
Merton (1948) who investigated the power of teacher expectations on students,
their subsequent behavior and test performance.

Merton coined the term

"seif^lfilling prophecy" which means that students perform in ways in which
teachers expect
The Intent of the Study
This study seeks to examine these three major concerns; differences in
students' performances; intervention and maintenance strategies and results;
and teacher expectations relative to their estimates of their students'
subsequent performance on various reading test measures.
Background of the Study
Literacy has long been perceived as a learning challenge for many
students. Some authors ( Dechant. 1968; Harris & Sipay. 1975; Smith, 1985)
have discussed this learning challenge for students, and we continually hear of
national reports ( National Center for Education Statistics: Characteristics of
At-Risk Students in National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988,1992;
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Schools and Students At Risk, 1994; The Education Trust, 1996) which call for a
nationwide effort to improve literacy for the citizens of our country. The result of
this type of attention to our nation's need for literacy has been a proliferation of
reading programs (Hooked-on-Phonics, 1987; Success for All, 1989; Reading
Recovery, 1985) which attempt to ameliorate the nation's challenge relative to
literacy.
Quite naturally, much of the attention to literacy focuses on the nation's
schools. Student performances in the area of literacy achievement have not
been good (Rossi, 1994). When race is factored in as a variable, differences in
black and white literacy achievement are suspected to be acute. However, the
research is scant on academic racial differences in the area of literacy
achievement
Much of what is presented in the literature base has to do with
differences in such things as facilities, types of materials used, dass
placements, instructional techniques, and human interactions ( Rist 1970;
Cazden, 1981; Ogbu, 1987; McOermott, 1987). These differences may produce
outcomes that are vastiy dissimilar on measures of academic literacy
achievement for black and white students; they may not! The point to be
conoemed witfi here, is whether or not black and white children perform
academically different in the area of literacy achievement given the same or
similar conditions and resources.
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Historically, black people have endured tremendous injustices in
American society (Franklin, 1988) and in the public school system (Brown vs.
Topeka Board of Education, 1954; Frazier, 1997). At one time black children
were even barred from leaming to read and write just because of their race
(Nieto, 1996). Over the years, our society has focused on the work of many
individuals (Terman, 1980; Jensen, 1969; Shockley, 1992; Rushton, 1988;
Hermstein & Murray, 1994) who made every attempt to substantiate the
inferiority of blacks by putting forth questionable academic work which had to
do with genetics, brain sizes, beliefs and intelligence. According to faulty
assumptions generated by the work of these individuals is that all efforts to
educate blacks are doomed to fail. Hypothetically, failure is the only outcome
since people of African descent are predisposed to some genetic, inferior
phylum in the order of human kind. Unfortunately, our sodety and educational
system still carries the baggage of dassism and radsm (Watson, 1997).
Some educational practices, such as tracking, which were originally
designed to assist low achieving students to improve their academic
performances have become bastions for radal isolation. Further, it is not
unusual to find educators who believe black children are uneducable. This is
supported by the findings of tiie Federal government ttiat found at least thirty
school distolcts tiiat practiced radal tiBCking. This was reported by Leslie Stahl
on the "60 Minutes' televised documentary on 'radal tracking' in schools
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(November 5,1995). Leslie Stahl interviewed students, parents, teachers,
prindpals, and the superintendent of Calhoun County School District of
Georgia. The teachers, parents, and the principal who were interviewed did not
perceive this practice as discriminatory. However the students, and the black
teacher who were interviewed expressed their concern that the classes were
radally tracked and were not a true representation of ability. It was the newly
appointed superintendent who after studying the standardized test scores did
away with the old tracking system that kept black students in the slow classes
simply because of their race, while at the same time, placed white students into
college preparatory classes following ttie historical practice of white privilege.
However, many of the white community members perceived the superintendent
as the problem rather than ttie school system's radal tracking. As a
consequence of ttie superintendents action, 50 percent of ttie white families
pulled their children out from the school distilct in favor of segregated private
schools.
So we can readily ascertain that what may be perceived as an
educationally sound practice can unfortunately result in two negative outcomes
for students, inferior course offerings and radal isolation. Each one of these
outcomes may have an influence on how teachers may ultimately view those
students who find themselves misbvated by radal toncking. Consequentty,
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those relegated to the lower and slower tracks are depnved of an equal, fair
and impartial education.
The ways in which teachers perceive children often relates to how they
will treat them and what they come to expect from them. Unfortunately, many in
our soa'ety are suspidous of black and white equality, and they will do
whatever they can to thwart this equality. Some teachers are guilty of letting
sodetal views creep Into their expectations for students. It has been found that
student achievement is related to teacher expectation (Rist, 1970). Rist (1970)
has stated:
The high quality teaching was not made equally accessible to all
students In the dass. For the students of high sodo-economic
background who were perceived by the teachers as possessing
desirable behavioral and attitudinal characteristics, the dassroom
experience was one where the teachers displayed interest In
them, spent a large proportion of teaching time with them, held
them as models for the remainder of the dass and continually
reinforced statements that they were spedal students (p. 448). So
students react to the ways they are treated. If a teacher expects
that a student will perform at a high level, in all likelihood, that
student will.
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It has been suggested that literacy Is a chatlenge for Amencan
education, that some educators perceive a difference between black and white
literacy achievement, that black and white students have histoncally been
treated differently both in the society and the school system, and finally, a
teacher's expectation of a student is a very powerful piece for predicting student
performance.
Statement of the Problem
Many African American students are tracked into slower classes and
expected to perform to lower standards because some teachers and
administrators believe that they are less capable of leanning. Too often African
American students are not encouraged to take college preparatory classes and
are not adequately supported in other types of Instructional intervention
programs. The rate that African American children learn to read and write may
be impeded because they are not being sufRdently challenged to learn, since
many teachers have lower expectations for blacks than they have for whites.
The problem for study is threefold in nature. The study investigates: (1)
The literacy achievement of black and white students participating in ttie earfy
intervention program, Reading Recovery; (2) The effectiveness of Reading
Recovery as a literacy intervention on initial and maintained student learning;
and (3) The accuracy of teacher expectations in terms of actual student
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performance. The following research questions serve to guide the study. They
are:
1.

Do black and white students, who were students in the
intervention program, Reading Recovery, have similar levels of
literacy achievement and share similar literacy characteristics?

2.

Do black and white students who successfully complete the
intervention program, Reading Recovery, maintain average scores
for at least two years post intervention?

3.

Do teachers of black and white students accurately evaluate their
literacy ability two years post intervention?
Objective for the Study

The objective for tills study is to investigate that when given an equal
literacy intervention, black students are as successful as their white peers on
performance outcomes. Therefore, if it is found that black and white students do
not differ in their literacy performance as a result of being provided tiie same
literacy intervention, it follows that the teaming capacity of black and white
students is an independent variable not connected to superfia'al characteristics
assodated with race.
Rationale for the Study
On January 27,1996, at The University of Arizona, Cornell West, spoke
on the issue of race relations in America. He is tiie author of many books,
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including Race Matters (1993). West cautioned : "Anytime we talk about race,
it's not going to be rational discourse, because it begins with an irrational
premise'. As West cautioned, the researcher acknowledges that classifying
humans by superfidal attilbutes is an invention of American caste system. A
classification system which many people may not fit into one classification
(race) or another, when based upon physical attributes. Some people may
ti^nsgress across raaal classifications because of ttie "absurdity of measuring
humanity by one's skin color" (West, 1996).
it is with this understanding that the researcher investigated the
differences and similarities of black and white shJdents in terms of literacy
scores, maintenance of reading and writing strategies, post intervention literacy
achievement and teacher accuracy of students' performance.

As an educator,

the researcher is interested in instiucti'onal interventions that appear to offer
significant promise for improving the academic achievement for all students,
especially black students. Data collected in tenms of ttie achievement scores of
many black students indicate ttie need for effective literacy intervention.
Therefore, it was witti this search for a promising intervention, that the
researcher conducted ttiis study.
Significance of the Study
This stijdy investigated several important factors related to race and
literacy achievement. It investigated achievement differences by race that
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occurred immediately after the students successful completion of The Reading
Recovery Program and then again after two years. It also investigated teacher
expectations for the two radal groups and how closely teacher expectation
agreed with actual student achievement
This study is significant for three reasons. First, the study investigated
the assumption that students given substantially the same instruction will
achieve a standard level of performance regardless of their race when
assessed with the Observation Survey, The Teacher Evaluation, The Student
Self Evaluation (Garfield Attitude Survey), The San Diego Quick Assessment,
Three Narrative Passages, and A Writing Sample. Second, the study
investigated the idea that students who receive tiie same intervention program
will maintain tiieir acquired skills to help ttiem extend their literacy achievement
over a two year period. Third, the study is significant because of its
Implications regarding the instruction of black and white students who are
having difficulty at the first grade level with respect to learning how to read and
write.
The overall importance of this study is tiiat it challenges tiie idea of
different learning abilities based upon race. It sets out to disprove the notion
that black students are incapable of learning as much as white students by
studying black and white students who were provided with tiie same teaching
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methodology (Reading Recovery) and the results of that teaching /learning
process as demonstrated in testing two years after intervention.
Assumptions of the Study
1.

A variety of literacy assessment instruments including rated
subjectivity can be used to measure the complexity of the reading
process in all children regardless of race.

2.

Reading Recovery teachers follow a prescribed procedure equally
for all students.

3.

Teacher expectations can be validly assessed using an interview
procedure.
Limitations of the Study

1.

The study is limited to the Reading Recovery students in one
location. Therefore the results may not be generalizable to all
Reading Recovery students in other locations.

2.

Results obtained from the study may not be generalized to all
Reading Recovery students, since only discontinued stijdents
were included Uie sample. Discontinued students are those who
have demonstiBted a level of independence and use of stiBtegies
in reading as measured by The Observation Survey.

3.

The study is limited by the small representative number of the
students in the sample available for the study.
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4.

The study is limited to Reading Recovery students of tuvo rao'al
groups, blacks and whites. Therefore, it may not be generalizable
to Asians, Native Americans, or other groups.

5.

The study is limited to learning ability and literacy achievement as
defined by the assessment instruments and procedures used in
this study.
Oefiniiions of Terms

Discontinued. - Once a student has demonstrated a level of
independence and use of strategies, he may be tested out of the Reading
Recovery program.
End of Year Scores - Scores obtained in May, 1993, at end of first grade.
Essential Skills. - A district developed assessment in which second grade
students are required to read and comprehend a personal nanrative. They are
also required to write a personal narrative and a poem.
Exit Scores. - The final scores obtained by a student upon being
discontinued from the Reading Recovery program.
Intelligence. - The educability of the individual, learning ability.
intellioence Tests. - An instrument such as The Stanford-Binet or the

Wise used to predict the ability of an individual to perform successfully in a
school setting. A measure of the ability to perform mental tasks.
Intervention. - Environmental adjustment to the learning process.
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Observation Survey . - The instrument invented by Marie Clay to assess
the students when they enter and exit the Reading Recovery program. It
consists of six subtests.
Race. - Membership in one of three conventionally accepted groups:
Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid.
Reading Recovery. - An early intervention reading and writing program
developed by Marie Clay (Clay, 1991).
Tracking. - Systematic grouping of students to make them homogeneous
in terms of ability or race, etc.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Overview and Definitions.
In this chapter, three areas were reviewed. 1) The first area of review is
the literacy of black and white students and the effects of race prejudice on
academic achievement 2) The second area of review is the effectiveness of
Reading Recovery as a literacy intervention. 3) The third area of review is the
accuracy of teacher expectations and its impact on student performance. Each
topic will be introduced, and its relevance to the study will be discussed. A
summary is provided at the end of this chapter.
Literacy of Black and White Students
Emotional stress can have adverse effects on academic performance.
The academic performance of both blacks and whites is affected by stress, but
blacks are burdened with the added stress of race prejudice throughout their
academic careers.
On the average, blacks will have spent less time trying to learn
academic material and will have made less effident use of their
cognitive skills. As a result, they will not have learned the
necessary information or acquired the skills they need to perform
well on achievement tests. Therefore, mean scores on
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standardized achievement tests will be lower for blacks than for
whites. An achievement difference will remain even when
comparing students of the same economic dass, though it will be
smaller at higher economic levels. The stress creates a teaming
deficit that worsens with each successive year. Whites leam
a little more each year, blacks leam less (Neisser, 1986, p. 149).
The Coleman Report released by the U.S. government in 1966 provided a
detailed comparison of radal groups on achievement tests in various subjects.
A national sample of students at varying levels of economic status was tested
in grades 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12. Blacks averaged about one standard deviation
below whites on measures of verbal ability, reading comprehension,
mathematical ability, and general information.
in 1980, about 22% of the whites tested and only about 4% of the blacks
tested reached the 75th peroentite on the SAT (Coltege Entrance Examination
Board, 1981).
In 1982, The College Entrance Examination Board reported tiiat blacks
scored below whites on every achievement test, induding mathematics,
literature, sdence, and foreign languages. Averaged across all subjects, blacks
scored 72 points (neariy one standard deviation ) below whites on these tests.
Atthough tiie black/White achievement difference has multiple causes,
race prejudice appears to be the underiying root The cultural teaming style of
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many blacks may pose a handicap in an academic environment that is based
on the learning styles of the white middle-dass. Race prejudice in the form of
ethnocentrism, low expectations, hostility and differential treatment can
adversely affect blacks in the classroom.
In an ethnographic study Collins (1980) has provided a rich picture of
what differential treatment means. Collins worked with first-grade black poor
readers and white middle-dass good readers. The children were placed in
reading groups, with the more disadvantaged children assigned to the low
groups, where they were given extensive letter recognition drill. The high
groups began passage reading within the first month, but it was not until
approximately the fifth montii ttiat the low groups actually read; they were too
busy with pre-reading activities. Throughout ttie year 70% of the high group's
time was spent on passage reading and comprehension questioning, compared
with 37% for the low groups. Collins's study confirms the differential ti-eatment
to high and low reading group children, not in terms of amount of attention but
in terms of type of attention. In addition, Collins's study also shows the greater
stress teachers placed on reading as comprehension-seeking for ttie high group
members. For the low group memt)ers, litUe attempt was made to ensure
adequate prosody and meaning-seeking.
Because of this differential treatment reading is one of the many areas in
which the disadvantaged (black) child experiences problems in understanding
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and effective execution. Canney and Winograd (1979) studied children's
conceptions of reading by using an experimental manipulation as well as an
interview technique. Children in grades 2, 4, 6, and 8 were presented with
passages that were either intact or disrupted at four levels of severity: 1) correct
syntax, but some semantically inappropriate words; 2) semantic and syntactic
violations, but some semblance to connected discourse; 3) strings of random
words; and 4) strings of random letters. The children were asked if each type of
passage could be read and why; they were also given a questionnaire probing
their conceptions of reading. Children in second and fourth grades, and sixth
graders identified as poor readers, focused on the decoding aspect of reading.
In contrast, the better readers in sixth grade and all eighth graders knew that
meaning-getting was the primary goal of reading. Older and better readers
judged that the intact passages and those with a few semantic distortions could
be read, but the remaining passages were rejected as unreadable. However,
poorer readers often reported that all but the passage containing letter strings
could be read. Since these children believed that reading is being able to say
the words correctly, a passage of unrelated words seemed just as readable as
an intact passage.
Ethnidtv. Ethnicity is a sodological concept with ethnic identification
established by examination of the sodety induding its customs, conventions.
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and Its sodaiization pracb'ces, of which the individual is a member. Ethnicity is
related to culture.
In America, many ethnic groups may not have the same culture as that
of the dominant group. The culture of the teacher and the culture of the
students are often different in the classroom setting.
Teacher Expectations and The Black Student A black student may have
a different cultural orientation than the one rewarded in schools. Many teachers
have different expectations for the black student than they do for others.
Teachers should have different expectations, since the students have a different
cultural orientation, yet that expectation should not be one of inferiority, which it
often is perceived as a teacher who has successfully taught black students is
one who learns how to restructure his/her teaching attitudes, approaches, and
strategies. It involves gaining a knowledge or awareness of the different
learning, thinking, and communicative styles which may t)e unique to the black
students.

Shade (1994) stated: "Successful teachers are able to adapt both

their classroom environment and ttieir teaching strategies to accommodate
these differences' (p.175).
Black students will continue to be at a disadvantage in having equal
access to the curriculum, because schools operate from a Eurocentric
perspective. This doesn't mean tiiat they cannot be successful in leaming. It
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does require that everyone accept this as a given, t)e Icnowledgeable about the
curriculum and the sodal, political, and cultural implications for teaming.
The Education Trust published Education Watch: The 1996 Education
Trust State and National Data Book in which the Education Trust conducted a
state by state study in which they looked at the student achievement of each
state by radal groups.

They found that the academic achievement gap

between Blacks and Whites is growing. After decades of closing the gap in
achievement between minorities and Whites, the progress stopped around 1988
and ttie gap is now growing once again. The Trust reported (1996) 'African
American students perfonn well below other students in all subjects, and the
gap has actually grown in the past six years' (p. 6). The reasons for Uiis
discrepancy between black and white students according to their findings are:
1) Underqualified teachers, teachers not prepared to teach the subject areas
that they are assigned. 2) Much less money is spent on educating children of
the poor than on children of more affluent families. 3) Teachers expect poor
results from the poor minority students and the students respond to ttiose low
expectations with poor performance.
The Reading Recovery Program
One intervention program that has been proven to be successful with
children who are having difficulty in learning to read is the Reading Recovery
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Program. Johnston and Allington (1991) had this to say at)Out the Reading
Recovery Program:
The Reading Recovery Program is the most effecb've remedial
intervention currently available.... It was devised by getting
together a group of good teachers who watched each other work
with students having difficulty and argued about the strategies
they used. Over a period of time each picked up strategies from
one another, and collectively they were able to put together an
organized instructional framework upon which they agreed, and
stood the test of their critical evaluation (p. 1006).
The Reading Recovery Program was designed by Or. Marie Clay in the
I970's in New Zealand.

The program is based on her observations of children

in first grade learning to read. In 1984 Reading Recovery was implemented in
The United States.
In the Reading Recovery Program students receive individual daily thirty
minute lessons. The lessons evolve according to what the child knows and
what skills he already has as observed by the teacher during the lesson. The
Reading Recovery teacher has been through an intensive year long training
session. The teacher has been highly trained in the procedure and theory of
Reading Recovery.
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The model from which the teacher conducts his/her lessons is to build
upon the strengths that the child brings to the lesson. This model is not a deficit
model, but one in which the teacher builds a bridge from what the child knows
to what he/she needs to leam next In this way the teacher worics within the
child's realm of experiences, knowledge, and abilities. This makes the teaming
meaningful for the child, because it links new infonnation to what the child
already knows.
The teacher's role is to scaffold the child in his learning. Students are
taught a process or a series of strategies to become an independent reader.
Clay (1991) identifies these strategies as:
1) self-monitoring
2) searching
3) predicting
4) linking
5) confirming
6) cross-checking
7) self-correcting
The student's role In Reading Recovery is to make accelerated progress.
The students are expected to make accelerated gains to catch up with their
peers who are not a part of the bottom 20%. A student exits the program when
he/she has achieved a reading level within the average range of the dass, and
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he demonstrates that he/she has a self-extending system of strategies. This
means that the student has acquired the generative quality of reading. He/she
learns to read by reading. He/she has acquired a level of independence that we
see in 'good' readers.
A Reading Recovery lesson has six basic components:
1)

Familiar re-reading of previously read books.

2.)

'Running Record' analysis in which the child reads a book for the
second time, as the teacher codes his reading and behavior.

3)

Letter identification or word analysis

4)

Writing a message that is child generated.

5)

Putting the cut-up message back together. The child reconstructs
the parts of his written message.

6)

Reading a new book. After an introduction, the child reads a book
that he's never read before.

When the student shows that accelerated progress has t)een made, and that he
has a self-extending system of strategies, he is exited or "discontinued" from
the program and another student is brought into the program. He is
administered The Observation Survey and a recommendation is made to
"discontinue' or exit him from the program based upon the level he obtained on
The Observation Survey.
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Reading Recovery Research. The success of the intervention program,
Reading Recovery, has tieen carefully documented since its inception in New
Zealand and The United States. The study conducted at The Ohio State
University in the United States, demonstrates that the program empowers
children in the lowest 20% of their dass with the strategies necessary to read at
or above grade level in an average of 15 weeks or 60 lessons. Follow-up
studies in both countries show further that Reading Recovery children continue
to read at an average-or-better level after receiving the intervention.
These results have been replicated regionally throughout North America,
and they continue to be supported by the work of the National Data
Evaluation Center, which tracks the progress of every Reading Recovery
child in the U. S. and Canada (Reading Recovery Coundl of North
America, Executive Summary, 1984-1995).
The first end-of-year study on Reading Recovery in the U. S. (The
Columbus Study, 1985-86), indicated that 73.5% of the 136 randomly assigned
Reading Recovery students involved were discontinued from the program. Over
90% of the discontinued students were perfonming at average or above-average
levels on four measures of assessment. At the end of the year, the gain score
of the Reading Recovery students on a nationally normed standardized test
(CTBS) was 8.6, compared to a score of -2.4 earned by a similar group of
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randomly assigned first graders who had received another form of
compensatory education.
Research indicates that Reading Recovery students develop a
"self-extending' system which enables them to continue learning at least as
quickly as their peers in later grades. The follow-up studies to the Columbus
Study (1987-1989) showed that students served in Reading Recovery maintained
progress in second, third, and fourth grade. The studies showed the
Fourth-grade Reading Recovery students could accurately read text at the
sixth-grade level or above.
In writing, the Reading Recovery students proved to be excellent
spellers, produo'ng spellings closer to conventional spelling than their randomly
selected peers on a fifth grade level spelling test.
A1991 state-wide study in Ohio was the first to compare Reading
Recovery with other types of early intervention (Pinnell, Lyons. DeFord, Bryk, &
Seltzer,1994). Reading Recovery was compared with four other instructional
methods: 1) Reading Success, an individual tutorial program similar to Reading
Recovery, but taught by a teacher with an abbreviated training program; 2)
Direct Instructional Skills Plan, an individual tutorial program taught without
Reading Recovery techniques by experienced reading teachers; 3)
Reading-Writing Group, a small-group intervention taught by trained Reading
Recovery teachers; and 4) a control group, which received a standard federally
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funded remediation program. The final report concluded that Reading Recovery
was the only group for which the mean treatment effect was significant on all
four measures: Text Reading Level, Dictation, Assessment Task, Woodcock
Reading Master, and Gates MacGinitie. Reading Recovery was also the only
Intervention program indicating lasting effects (p.15).
The results of the early follow-up studies have been replicated in regional
and local investigations. Regional studies have produced similar results.
Reading Recovery has been the subject of over 60 research projects. A review
of this research indicates that all studies found Reading Recovery to be
powerful in helping young, at-risk children learn to read and that the program
has long-term influence.
The findings of regional and local investigators are supported by data
collected through the National Data Evaluation Center. Each year, the center
measures the progress of children who are discontinued from the program
t)efore April 1 through the end of the school year on reading and writing ability.
The purpose of tills evaluation is to determine if Reading Recovery students do
in fact continue to make progress with good dassroom reading insbuction after
they have t)een discontinued from tiie program.
Reading Recovery was shown to reduce tiie retention rate in an Ohio
school distilct that had implemented Reading Recovery. The study also showed
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that the enrollment in learning, disabilities classrooms dropped in the three years
after its implementation.
In 1993-1994, the National Diffusion Network, and the National Data
Evaluation Center reported that 11, 075 of the 57,712 children who completed a
Reading Recovery program were not successfully discontinued. These children
nevertheless made substantial gains on measures of Writing Vocabulary,
Dictation, or Hearing Sounds in Words, and Text Reading.
Slavin and Madden (1989) conducted a study on intervention programs
for students at risk. They compared several remedial tutoring programs to see
what worics for students at risk. One of the intervention programs that was
studied was Reading Recovery. They concluded that Reading Recovery was an
effective first grade prevention programs.
First grade prevention programs ttiat apply intensive resources, usually
including tutors and/or small-group instruction, are extiBmely successful
in increasing students' reading achievement Reading Recovery, the one
model with data on long-term effects, produced effects that persisted for
at least two years (p. 12).
Reading Recovery students substantially exceeded contat>l students on
an individually administered test of text reading levels," with an effect size of
•I-.87. A year later, with no additional intervention, the difference in effect size
had dropped to -•-.45, and by ttie end of the third year, to ••'.29. This is still a
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respectable difTerence, and shows that the effects of the program do persist for
at least two years" (Slavin & Madden, 1989, p. 9).
Yukish (1988) reported that evidence indicates that Reading Recovery
students stay at or above grade level for at least three successive years, even
with no additional Reading Recovery instrucb'on. According to Yukish (1988) an
Ohio state-commissioned study of the Columbus City Schools pilot program
reported that more than two-thirds (66%) of Reading Recovery students
improved their reading and writing skills after 12 to 15 weeks of instruction.
"Reading Recovery in New Zealand: A Report from the Office of Her
Majesty's Chief Inspector of Schools' published its findings of data collected
over the period 1985-91 by the Mana Reading Recovery Centre in Wellington.
The data show that during the previous three years in each case, the vast
majority of pupils (97% or more) who had been through the program maintained
and improved their reading ability following discontinuation (Prater & Staniland,
1992, p. 143).
Reading Recovery has been named as one of the instructional
interventions that can improve the academic perfonnance of black students
(Levine, 1994). The more intensive programs are associated with greater
positive educational impact for high-risk students. Significant educational gains
will require systematic and intensive interventions such as Reading Recovery.
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Teacher Expectations
The term 'selMulfilling prophecy" (Merton, 1948) means that students
perform in ways in which teachers expect Students' performance is based on
subtle and sometimes not so subtle messages from teachers atx)ut students'
worth, intelligence, and capability. The study conducted by Rosenthal and
Jacobson (1968) supported the self-fulfilling prophecy of students.
In this study, several classes of children in grades one through six were
given a nonverbal intelligence test. Twenty percent of the students were
randomly selected by the researchers as 'intellectual bloomers,' and their
names were given to the teachers. The teachers were told to be on the
alert for signs of intellectual growth among these particular children.
These children showed considerably greater gains in IQ during the
school year than did the other students. They were also rated by their
teachers as being more interesting, curious, and happy, and thought to
be more likely to succeed later in life. (Nieto, 1996, p. 43)
The effect of teachers' expectations on the academic achievement of
their students had been realized as a factor in the teaching-learning process.
Many black students are tracked into slower classes and given lower standards
because some teachers and administr&tors believe that they are less capable of
learning. Too often black students are not encouraged to take college
preparatory classes. The rate that black children learn to read and write may be
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impeded because they are not being suffidently challenged to learn, since
many teachers have lower expectations for blacks than they have for whites. It
has been found that student achievement is related to teacher expectation
(Rist, 1970. Lauter, 1971).
The high quality teaching was not made equally accessible to all
students in the dass. For the students of high sodo-economic
background who were perceived by ttie teachers as possessing desirable
behavioral and attitudinal characteristics, the dassroom experience was
one where the teachers displayed interest in them, spent a large
proportion of teaching time with them, held them as models for tiie
remainder of the dass and continually reinforced statements that they
were spedal shjdents.... What develops a caste wittiin the
dassrooms appears to emerge in the larger sodety as dass. The low
income children segregated as a caste of undean and intellectually
inferior persons may very well be those who in their adult years become
un or underemployed parti'dpants within ttiis sodety.... It appears that
the public school system not only mirrors the configurations of the larger
sodety, but also significantly contributes to maintaining them (Rist, 1970,
p. 448).
According to Lauter (1971) ti^cking has the following effect on students.
"Tracking may actually prevent children from learning, because teachers
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generally underestimate the capability of pupils in lower track classes, expect
less of them, and consequently the pupils learn less' (p.16).
Good and Brophy (1978) present a five step model to explain how a
teacher's expectations for students often can lead, via differential behaviors, to
the fulfillment of these expectations. The five steps are identified as:
1) Step 1:

Teacher forms expectations

2) Step 2:

The teacher acts in a differential manner

3) Step 3:

The teacher's ti^atment tells each sbjdent what behavior
and achievement the teacher expects

4) Step 4:

If this ti«atifnent is consistent over time, and if the student
does not actively resist, it will tend to shape his or her
behavior and achievement

5) Step 5:

Witii fame, ttie student's behavior and achievement will
conform more closely to that expected of him or her (p. 72)

The teacher conveys his or her expectations to students by a number of
different behaviors and messages. Some ways of conveying lower expectations
are: allowing less wait tame, paying less attention to students, providing less
feedback, criticizing students more frequentiy, praising stijdents less often or
over- praising for marginal responses, seating students further away from the
teacher, calling on the students less often, and avoidance of contact with the
students (Rosenthal, 1974).
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Many studies on the self-fulfilling prophecy (Murray & Clark, 1990;
McCormick & Noriega, 1986; Richardson & Skinner, 1992; Smith, 1989) support
the unfortunate findings that teachers have lower expectations for black
students than white students.
It has been suggested that teacher expectation has a profound effect on
student success and failure. Further, it has been intimated that black students
are innately inferior, that their school experiences are different from white
students, and eariy intervention programs are without significant positive
consequences for subsequent academic perfomnances.
Students 'at risl^ are often placed in remediation programs in which the
learning process is slowed down. Allington (1994) states: 'Because we confuse
experience with ability, we tragically lower our expectations for literacy learning
in children lacking experiences with books, stories, and print'
Allington found that few remediation programs foster substantially
accelerated literacy development in children. As instruction was slowed and
made more concrete, readers in trouble became less and less likely to ever
catch up.
Many educators advocate higher expectations for 'at risk* students and
seek to accelerate their learning rather than remediate (Pogrow, 1990; Clay,
1991; Levin, 1991; Allington, 1994). Examples of programs dedicated to
accelerating the rate of students learning are The Higher Order Thinking Skills
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Program (Pogrow, 1990); The Reading Recovery Program (Clay. 1991); and
Accelerated Schools (Levin, 1991). In these accelerated learning programs
students are expected to learn at an accelerated rate since they are t)ehind
when they enter school. The emphasis is to increase their learning at an
accelerated rate so that they can catch up to the rest of the dass. The
expectation is high academic achievement for all students. The cumcula reflect
a sense of high expectations and a tie to the students' culture and t)ase
knowledge. Active learning experiences are provided through independent
projects, problem solving, and work with manipulatives. The accelerated gains
of students made in Reading Recovery in such short periods of time (12-15
weeks) demonstrate the achievement of students when expectations are high.
These programs are finding that they are able to achieve what some have
considered impossible in educating "at risk" children.
Other school reformers (Milliard, 1977; Edmonds, 1978; Zemelman, 1993;
Goodlad, 1994; Comer, 1996; Slavin, 1996) have shown that by restructuring the
schools all children can be successful. The restructuring involves setting a goal
of academic excellence as well as high expectations for all students. Children
will perform at the level of expectations set for them.
Summary
This chapter presented a review of the literature in the areas of: literacy
of black and white students and the effects of race prejudice on academic
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achievement, the effectiveness of Reading Recovery as a literacy inten^ention,
and the accuracy of teacher expectations and its impact on student
performance. The section on Reading Recovery is intended to be more
comprehensive because of its importance to the study. The other sections are
intended to provide badcground. The topics have been interrelated by many
authors in support of their t)eliefs about differences between black and white
children which they have attributed solely to race.
The intention of the sections on Reading Recovery research was to
demonstrate that Reading Recovery has been tested at the national level. The
findings of regional and local investigators are supported by data collected
through the National Data Evaluation Center. The findings of the researchers
demonstrates what is possible when Reading Recovery is put into action with
what we know about how children learn literacy.
The intention of the section on Teacher Expectations was to show how
students perfomri in a given classroom is influenced by the interactions, beliefs,
and the influence of the teachers' attitudes, behavior and expectations of the
students. Encouragement to teach, so that all children, regardless of race, have
equal access to the curriculum, or instruction is emphasized.
It is hoped that this study will answer some of the questions that
educators have concerning the relationship between race, and earty
intervention, and the effect that these variables have on the students'
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acquisition of academic skills, specifically, literacy achievement Also, this study
specifically investigates Reading Recovery as a teaching practice that is
benefia'al for black students as well as for white students. Finally, this study
investigates the impact of teacher expectations of students' literacy
achievement on their actual achievement
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
In this chapter, the following will be presented and described: 1) purpose
of the study, 2) sample, 3) instruments, 4) procedures. 5) analysis of data, and
6) summary.
Purpose of the Study
This study investigated the effects of race on reading achievement for
black and white students who have completed a first grade reading intervention
program, Reading Recovery (Clay, 1991). The study also investigated the
scores of black and white students two years post Reading Recovery
intervention for maintenance of skills and achievement level. In doing so, the
study is designed to test the students' assessments of themselves as readers
and writers, the classroom teacher's estimated evaluation of the students as
readers and writers, and students' actual scores obtained on a district-wide
skills assessment.
The outcome of the study should provide evidence concerning the need
to implement eariy literacy intervention in the schools for students predicted to
be at risk; to raise expectations regarding the learning ability of black students,
and to show that the Reading Recovery intervention has provided the students
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with a system of strategies to maintain their literacy achievement at the average
level for at least two years t)eyond the treatment or reading intervention .
This investigation was an exploratory study based on the collection of
data that were both qualitative and quantitative in nature. The qualitative data
consisted of the interviews of tiie teachers and students. The quantitative data
included the post intervention reading achievement scores, the scores obtained
witti use of the Essential Skills (2nd grade writing competency distiict
administered test) testing, and the scores obtained witti use of the San Dieoo
Oral Reading Paragraph. Grade Three (1978), The Teacher's Evaluation of
Students' Literacy Ability (TESLA), Three Narrative Reading Passages, and The
Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS; McKenna & Kear, 1990).
Through student observation, test scores, and interview procedures, data
were collected regarding tiie reading and writing performances of black and
white students in a large, diverse, urban, Southwestem school district in the
United States. Only those students who successfully completed tiie Reading
Recovery intervention program were included in the shJdy.
Sample
The sample consisted of students who were in tiie first grade during the
school year 1993-1994. These students were also partidpants in the Reading
Recovery program during that school year. Twenty-seven (27) students were
selected from tiie total number of students (215; 100 in Spanish and 115 in
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English) in the Reading Recovery program In the school district based upon the
following criteria:
1)

Race - Only black and white students were selected.

2)

Status - Only those students who successfully discontinued the
Reading Recovery program were selected.

3)

Location - Only those students who remained in one of the
schools within the school district were selected. This was because
only those students could be considered for post intervention
observation and examination.

4)

Essential Skills Scores - Only those students for whom a complete
set of literal scores were obtained during the school year
1994-1995 were selected. Two students were not selected for the
study because they failed to meet minimum requirements on the
Essential Skills Test

Each of the 27 students in the sample attended one of 17 elementary schools.
They remained at the same school during the year that they partidpated in The
Reading Recovery Program.
All of the 27 students in the study had been identified in the first grade
for being at risk of failing to leann to read. It is well known that children who
have earty difficulty with reading and writing need extra time, instruction, and
spedal help to insure that they make nornial progress. Ideally, this extra
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assistance should be rendered dunng the initial stages of learning to help
students catch up before they fall into a pattern of school failure. One early
intervention program, Reading Recovery, has t)een found to t)e effective for
helping at risk students t)ecome independent strategy readers who are able to
continue to learn to read at a rate that falls within the average range (Reading
Recovery Coundl of North America, Reading Recovery Executive Summary,
1984-1995, p. 2). "Reading Recovery is based on the premise that eariy,
high-quality help has the greatest potential for lasting impact and for redua'ng
the need for continued compensatory help' (Pinnell, et al., 1988, p.iO).
Developed by New Zealand child psychologist and educator, Marie Clay,
in the eariy I980's, Reading Recovery has been successfully adapted and
Implemented in the United States for the past 13 years. It was first tested at
The Ohio State University, (1984-1985) in conjunction with the public schools of
Columbus, Ohio.
Student selection for placement in the Reading Recovery program is
based upon a first grade dass ranking in reading and writing ability as
estimated by the dassroom teacher. The first grade teacher is asked to rank
the students alternately from highest to lowest in reading and writing ability (see
Appendix A). After ttiis is done, the Recovery teacher then administers The
Observation Survey pre-test to the lowest ranked students on the list (see
Appendix B). The Reading Recovery teacher then selects the lowest 20% of tiie
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students based upon the Observation Survey pre-test scores. The classroom
teachers' perceptions of how the students place is usually fairly accurate but
not always. Therefore, the Reading Recovery teacher bases her selection for
placement in the program primarily on the Observation Survey pre-test scores
as well as the classroom teacher's ranKing.
Ail 27 students selected for the sample were partidpants In the Reading
Recovery program. Reading Recovery was selected by the school district to
assist at risk students in learning to read and write in the first grade. The goal
of the Reading Recovery program is to help students who are identified by their
first grade classroom teachers of being at risk of failure to develop effective
strategies for reading and writing so that they can maintain achievement at or
above the dass average. The students who show independence in using
reading and writing strategies and who also fall within the average range of
their dass are 'discontinued' from the program. All of the students in the
sample were able to discontinue from the program. This means that each
student met the criterion of reaching a level of reading and writing ttiat was
comparable to the average level for his or her dass. The students were also
tested by a second Reading Recovery teacher who determined whether the
student met the criterion and showed a level of independence in both reading
and writing to ensure that the shjdent had a self generating stiategy system.
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Instruments
Seven assessment instruments were utilized In this study. The seven
instruments are described In this chapter with a copy of each instrument
included in the Appendixes D • G. The seven instruments that were used are:
1) The Observation Survey obtained by An Observation Survey: of Earlv
Literacy Achievement (Clay, 1993), 2) Essential Skills Tests for Grade 2, 3)
Three Narrative Reading Passages (Lobel, 1977, p.22; Stauffer, Burrows &
Jones, 1962 a, p.173; Stuaffer, et al., 1962 b, p. 33), 4) The San Dieoo Oral
Reading Paraoraoh. Grade Three (The Center for Applied Research in
Education, Inc., 1978), 5) Teachers' Evaluation of Students' Literacy Ability
(TESLA) obtained by an interview, 6) Students' Self Assessment obtained by
The Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey (McKenna & Kear, 1990), and
7) A Writing Sample of the students' work.
The Observation Survey.fClav. 1993) There are six measures of reading
and writing tasks which comprise The Observation Survey. Prior to beginning a
Reading Recovery program, students are assessed using the comprehensive
set of six subtests that make up the Observation Survey. During tiie test which
takes approximately one hour to administer, the teacher observes the child's
behavior as he/she worics to complete ttie six tasks. The observations of the
teacher are important to record, since they provide a window Into what the
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student already knows about literacy. The importance of the teacher's
observations are reflected in the instruments title, The Observation Surrey.
The six individual subtests of The Observation Survey are:
1)

Letter IdentiBcation. Students are asked to identify as many as
they can of 54 characters, which is a combination of the upper
case and lower case alphatMt, plus the typed 'a' and squiggly
"g"- Students are given credit for a correct response if they give
the name of the letter, the sound that the letter makes, or if they
give a word that starts with the letter name. This broad
range of acceptable answers gives the teacher an idea of what
the student knows at)out letters.

2)

Word Test The second subtest is a word recognition test. This
list is comprised of 20 high frequent words from the Dolch word
list. The student is asked to read aloud 20 words on the list
Students are given credit for correctly pronounced words. The
purpose of this subtest is to determine if the student is teaming
how to recognize and pronounce frequently occurring words.

3)

Concepts At)out Print. The subtest is designed to determine how
much a student knows about book handling and printed language.
The student is asked to show the front of a book, the location on
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the page to t)egin reading, and demonstrate knowledge about
such things as reading from left to nght top to bottom, etc.
4)

Wrifino. This subtest directs students to write as many words as
they can within a ten minute time period. Once students have
written all of the words they are able to produce, on their own, the
teacher may prompt the student by pronouna'ng a number of high
frequency words for the student to write. Students are given credit
for all of the words that they can write whether self-generated or
prompted by the teacher. The total score is the total number of
words the student can write within a ten minute time period. Letter
reversals are counted as correct spellings, unless the letter forms
another letter, such as "d' and 'b'.

5)

Dictation Test. For this subtest, the teacher reads a simple
sentence containing 37 phonemes and asks the student to write
the corresponding letters or graphemes that he/she hears in the
dictated sentence. The teacher can then ascertain if a student is
able to analyze a word and represent the sounds heard. Accurate
spelling is not the goal of this subtest Instead, the task measured
is hearing and writing sounds in words.

6)

Text Reading. This subtest measures oral reading accuracy and
provides a qualitative analysis of a child's miscues. The student
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reads at increasingly difficult levels of text until he can no longer
read at a 90% accuracy rate. While the student is reading, the
teacher notes the oral reading, miscues. and behavior following
Clay's 'Running Record' procedures. A checkmark is made
on the 'Running Record' coding sheet for every word read
correctly in the text When the student makes a word substitution,
the substituted word is written above a line, and the text word is
written below the line. For example: If the text is " lion' and the
student reads "tiger" it would be noted like this:
tiger
lion
By analyzing the students oral reading miscues obtained with the
"Running Record' the teacher obtains an idea of the text cues and strategies
the student is using to read the text
Essential Skills Tests for Grade 2. The school district used in tiiis study
had developed a set of tests at each grade level that assessed skills that the
district wanted its students to master. The guidelines for administering and
scoring are prescribed by the school district There are two parts to the skills
tests for grade 2. The two parts are:
1. Read and Write a Personal Narrative/Storv.
2. Read. Write, and Comprehend a Poem
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To fulfill the writing assignment of the tasks a set of guidelines are given
in which the students are measured on five different dimensions of writing
ability. The skills are measured holisfa'caily on a rating scale from 0-4. A Wiriting
Rubric to score students is included (See Appendix C). The Wiriting Rubric
gives the criteria for determining whether the student's score should be rated
as a 0 through 4. Students who did not score a 2 were not included in the
study. Only two students were eliminated from the study.
Three Narrative Reading Passages
The researcher asked each of the subjects to read aloud three narrative
passages. They were asked to read aloud as well as they could, and they were
told that the researcher could not help them with any of the words. The
researcher listened to their oral reading and noted their miscues. After they
finished reading each passage, the students were asked to retell in their own
words as well as they could. If a student could not read the third grade passage
with an oral reading score of at least 90% accuracy, then the student was
asked to read the second grade passage and/or the first grade passage until a
90% accuracy score was obtained. The oral reading and the retelling were
audio-taped, and the retellings were transcribed. A checkmark was made for
each word read accurately. Miscues were written above a line with the text
word written below the line. For example if the student read the word 'tiger* as
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"lion" the miscue was written as;

lion
tiger

In scoring for oral reading accuracy, mispronounced, inserted, omitted, and
substituted words were counted as errors. Spontaneous self corrections were
not counted as errors. The oral reading passages were counted for the total
number of words in the passage. The number of miscues were subtracted from
the total number of words and then divided by the total numt)er of words to get
a percentage of accuracy for oral reading. The retellings were scored from
"excellent" "5" to "poor" "1" based upon a holistic system of how thorough the
students were in their retellings.
The three Narrative Reading Passages were taken from books propertied
by their publishers to be written at a first grade level (Passage A), a third grade
level (Passage B), and a fifth grade level (Passage C). The first grade
Narrative Reading Passage (Passage A) text that was used is:
Two large stones sat on the side of a hill. Grass and flowers grew there.
This side of the hill is nice," said the first stone. "But I wonder what is on
the other side of the hill?"
This passage is an excerpt from 'Two Large Stones", Mouse SOUP (Lobel, 1977,
p.22). The passage consists of four sentences and thirty-eight words. The
passage is about two stones having a conversation about the side of the hill
which tiiey sat upon.

In the dialogue they are wondering what is on ttie other
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side of the hill. The third grade Narrative Reading Passage (Passage B) text
that was used is:
Susan Anthony liked school. She was always studying. Best of all she
likBd to do difficult problems in arithmetic. 'Here's one for Susan," the
big boys would say when they came to a difl^lt problem. They liked to
tease her But Susan Anthony liked being teased. She wouki do the
problem and enjoy it. Mr. Lamb, the teacher, was amused. He would
say, 'I don't know ¥vho is being teased. Sometimes it seems to me that
Susan is teasing the boys." Sometimes the boys would think up
problems just for fun. But Susan was always ready for them. 'If a little
red hen sees ten bugs," asked a boy, 'how many bugs will she catch?"
'One," answered Susan. The other bugs will fly away."
This passage is an excerpt from "The Girl Who Could", Across The Vallev.
(Stauffer. et. al., 1962, p. 173). The passage consists of fourteen sentences and
one hundred and twenty-four words. This passage is about a girl named Susan
Anthony, who likes doing arithmetic problems in school. Because Susan was
so smart in school, the boys in the dass would often tease her with problems
for her to solve. Susan would always out-smart the t)oys.
The fifth grade Narrative Reading Passage (Passage C) text that was
used is;
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\Mien Cotonel William Lovelace jumped from 40,000 feet, his striking use
of the parachute was vvidely noted. The Jump vims indeed a high one,
and the colonel learned many things on the way down. \A/hen he jumped,
a cord fastened to a catch on the plane pulled his parachute into
operation. It opened wide, bit into the thin atmosphere eight miles up
from the earth, and cut the speed of his fall with a sudden pull. His left
glove slipped off and his hand froze at once in the 40 t)elow zero
temperature. He did not feel it, however, for he had bla^ved out.
This passage is an except from 'Parachutes', SIcvwavs to Tomorrow. (Stauffer,
et. al., 1962, p. 33). This passage consists of six sentences and one hundred
and four words. This passage descritws the events that followed when a man
parachuted from an airplane.
The San Dieoo Oral Reading Paraoraoh. (see Appendix G) This is a
third grade level passage of a standardized test developed by The Center for
Applied Research in Education. Inc.. 1978. This instrument was chosen by the
researcher to give the researcher a quick assessment on the student's oral
reading behavior and comprehension. To ensure that the students were not
familiar with the text, the researcher chose a test that is not currently in use by
educators in their school district.
Students were asked to orally read the third grade nan^tive passage of
The San Dieoo Oral Reading Assessment. Data were analyzed in terms of
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percent of oral reading accuracy scores. Oral reading miscues were counted as
wrong using the guidelines in the manual of The San Dieoo Oral Reading
Assessment
The San Diego Oral Reading Paragraph, Grade Three text that was used is:
The boy looked frightened. He was in the middle of the walk. He looked
lonely In the dty as the cars zoomed by. In a moment, several men
walked past. A tall man drew up in a car. He got out and walked straight
to the boy. "Why aren't you in school?' the man exclaimed. Since the
boy dkl not know what to say, he began to cry.
The passage consists of eight sentences and sixty-eight words. This passage is
about a little boy who is fnghtened because he is lost in a strange dty.
The researcher checked off the correct responses as the student read
the text The researcher noted behaviors and strategies used by the students in
text reading. If the student made a miscue while reading, the researcher noted
the incorrect response at)ove the word in the text This accounting served as a
measure of the students' reading which was compared to the student's other
oral reading sample collected with The Narrative Passage Test
Students' Self Assessment This is The Elementary Reading Attitude Sun/ev
(ERAS) (McKenna, & Kear. 1990) (Appendix D) a norm referenced standardized
survey consisting of 20 questions. There are 10 items which measure a
student's attitude at}out Recreational Reading and 10 items which measure a
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student's attitude about Academic Reading. Each item presents a statement
that asks students to rate their attitudes about some aspects of reading. Each
item presents a statement at)out reading followed by four pictures of the comic
stnp character, Garfield the Cat The pictures are arranged hon'zontally in
descending order from a 'very happy" Garfield to a 'very unhappy" Garfield.
The students are directed to drde the Garfield that best represents their
attitudes toward each statement Percentile rank scores are obtained for two
component subscales; Recreational Reading Attitude and Academic Reading
Attitude. The Recreation items are about reading outside the school setting,
reading for pleasure at home. The Academic component subscale asks about
reading in school. A total Reading Attitude percentile rank is obtained by adding
the subscales of the Recreational Reading and the Academic Reading Attitude
Scores. Each item is worded with a uniform beginning; 'How do you feel....'
Students mark their responses to the items by drawing a a'rde around the
'Garfield' cat that is closest to his own feelings. Each item is assigned a point
4 points for the happiest Garfield , in descending order to 1 point for the least
happiest Garfield. The survey yields three percentile rank scores for each
student: Recreational Reading, Academic Reading, and Total Reading.
The researcher conducted a ' pilot test' of the "Garfield" interview with
nine students to gain practice in administering the "Garfield". Also this would
allow the researcher to see how students would respond and to see if their
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answers would provide the information sought by the researcher. The
researcher also wanted to see if any further adaptations to the interview had to
be made, or if it provided the information needed to analyze and draw a
conclusion about the students. After conducting the 'pilot tesT The researcher
felt that the "Garfield' was comprehensive and provided the kind of infonnation
needed to draw a conclusion about the students' (perception ) assessment of
their reading.
The Teacher Evaluation of Students' Literacy Atiility fTESLA^. To
develop the teacher interview, the researcher first surveyed ten Reading
Recovery teachers. The survey asked the Reading Recovery teachers to list the
reading behaviors that they expected third grade students who had successfully
completed Reading Recovery to exhibit when reading an unfamiliar passage.
After collecting the survey responses, the researcher categorized or
grouped the responses which yielded 19 different types of responses. The
researcher created a list of the Reading Recovery teachers' response types and
arranged them from the most frequently given to the least frequently given
response (see Table 3.1). These responses were used to partially formulate the
teacher interview questionnaire. The questionnaire had seven questions that
were derived directly from the survey, those items most frequently asked with a
Likert Scale to record the teachers' responses. There were two open-ended
questions and one question on the reading samples. The remainder of the
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Table 3.1
Teachers' Descriptions of Behaviors Expected bv Students Reading at a Third
Grade Level

Behaviors Listed

Number of Teachers Who
Listed Behavior

Strategy use

8

Fluency

6

Independence
Rated at level
Problem solve
Learn content
Enjoyment
Tutors

3

Expression

2

Self-extended

2

Meaning

2

Phrasing

2

Writer

2

MSV cues

1

Self-directed

1

Risk taker

1

Reader

1

Retelling

1
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questionnaire was based upon showing the teachers the three Narrative
Reading Passages (see Appendix F) and asking the teachers to describe how
the students would perform when reading the three passages. In this way. all
teachers saw and made a prediction of the students' ability to read on three
different levels (first, third, and fifth grade passages). Their evaluation of the
students' performance was done in terms of the passages. That is, the level of
the passage to determine a high level, an average level, and a low level of
estimated performance. This question is more objective than to simply ask a
teacher how well a student is performing. A question stated as such would be
subjective and affected by the teacher's personal biases. Also this mode of
questioning is designed to reduce subjectivity caused by differing perceptions of
the concept of average. Since average levels differ from dass to dass, simply
to state that a student is doing average performance, doesn't provide a
consistent standard for analysis. However, any teacher can read the three
narrative passages and predict if it would be difficult or easy for a student to
read if the teacher is familiar witii the students reading ability. Once the rating
of each student on each passage is known, it can be compared with those of
the other students in the study. The teacher's ratings of a student's estimated
performance can then be compared to his/her actual reading performance as
obtained with the other assessment insbuments used in the study. The
researcher engaged an assoa'ate to conduct the TESLA to prevent biased
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responses. The researcher's associate is a white, retired, Reading Recovery
teacher, who is knowledgeable about the program.
WHtinQ Samole. Students were asked to write a story and allowed ten
minutes to complete it The purpose is to ascertain the strategies used in
writing a composition. After a pre-writing activity of discussing what happens at
birthday parties, the students were asked to write about their birthday party.
Procedures
The data consist of the scores obtained by use of The Observation
Survey, The oral reading accuracy scores of the three Narrative Reading
Passages and The San Diego Oral Reading Paragraph, grade three, the
retelling scores to measure comprehension. The Elementary Reading Attitude
Survey. The Teacher Evaluation of Students' Literacy Ability, A writing Sample,
and the Essential Skills tests scores.
The Observation Survey was administered in the first grade. The
Essential Skills tests were administered in the second grade. The San Dieoo
Oral Reading Paraoraoh and the Three Narrative Reading Paragraphs, The
writing Sample, and The Elementary Readino Attitude Survey were
administered by the researcher during a site visit to the students present
school, third grade. The mean scores were calculated and compared between
the two rao'al groups of students, black and white. The raw scores for tiie
Essential Skills Tests was averaged to find a mean score for the two groups of
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students in the study, black and white. The average scores of the two racial
groups of students was calculated for the raw scores on the San Dieao Oral
Paraoraoh. and The Three Narrative Reading Passages.
Other collected data consisted of The Elementary Reading Attitude
Survey (ERAS) (McKenna. & Kear,; 1990) and The Teacher Evaluation of
Students' Literacy Ability (TESLA). Data collection was conducted by researcher
visits to the school sites where the subjects were enrolled at the time of the
study.
The 21 third grade teachers who were interviewed for this study were
diverse in their ethnicity and teaching experience. Fifteen of the teachers were
white, five of the teachers were Hispanic, and one teacher was black. Eighteen
teachers were female and three teachers were male. The total number of years
of teaching experience ranged from 3 years to 33 years. The number of years
that the teachers had taught third grade ranged from 1 year to 18 years. The
number of reading courses the teachers had taken ranged from 2 courses to 23
courses. Four of the teachers stated that they held reading endorsements. Only
one teacher chose not to answer the demographic questions (See Table 3.2)..
The researcher met the twenty-seven students individually to conduct the
ERAS and to administer the San Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraph. The Three
Nan^tive Reading Passages, and the Writing Sample.

At the time of the site

visit, the researcher's assodate conducted the TESLA. During the San Dieoo

Table 3.2
Partia'DatinQ Teacher Demographics

Teacher

Race
Ethnicity

Gender Total Years Years Teach
Teaching
3rd Grade

A

White

Female

8

1

4

B*

White

Male

15

7

10

C*

White

Female

25

17

10

D

White

Female

25

5

10

E

Hispanic

Female

3

1

6

F

White

Female

25

9

7

G

White

Female

3

1

5

H

White

Female

33

16

10

1

Hispanic

Female

7

2

4

J*

Hispanic

Female

15

10

23

K

White

Male

26

13

2

L

White

Female

19

6

4

M

White

Female

11

11

6-10

N*

White

Female

31

10

10

Hispanic

Female

19

4

6

0

Number of
Reading
Courses
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Teacher

Race
Ethnicity

Gender Total Years Years Teach
Teaching
3rd Grade

P

Hispanic

Female

Q

White

Male

R

White

Female

—

—

—

S

White

Female

22

18

Some

T

Black

Female

20+

8

2

U

White

Female

22

6

5-10

Numt)er of
Reading
Courses

15

4

3

9

2

15

Teachers who hold Arizona Reading Endorsement
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Oral Reading Paragraph and the Three Narrative Reading Passages the
students were given oral directions, and an introductory statement about the
passage. The researcher introduced the passage by asking the students:
"Have you ever been lost in a strange city? If so, how did it feel? If not how do
you think it would feel?
To obtain the WIriting Sample, the students were asked to write about a
birthday party that they had or would like to have. If the students had not been
given a birthday party, then they were asked to wnte about a birthday party that
they had attended.
Holistic Ratings of 1-5 were given for how:
complete the story was written
how dosely directions were followed
elements of story included
conventions of pn'nt
punctuation and capitalization
An outside evaluator was utilized to provide an additional, independent
evaluation of the data collected. The outside evaluator is a retired Reading
Recovery teacher, who is familiar with the program, and the procedures used in
Reading Recovery. In addition to the researcher's scores, the outside evaluator
was given the data to score the story retellings, and the written sample. After
both the researcher and the outside evaluator scored the students' responses.
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they compered their ratings, discussed their reasons for giving a each of their
ratings to the students and in some cases changed previous ratings based
upon the new information obtained through their discussion. See Table 4.9 for
comparative raw score of the outside evaiuator's ratings and the researcher's
raw score of the ratings of the students retellings, and written sample.
Analysis of the Data
This section presents each of the three questions of the study followed
by a descnpti'on of the analysis used for ttie questions. The first question is;
Do black and white students who were instructed in the intervention. Reading
Recovery, have similar levels of literacy achievement and share similar literacy
characteristics?
This question was tested with a t-test to compare black and white
students. Variance of mean scores and t-test was used to analyze the mean
scores. In question one the analysis was used to determine the third grade
profile.
The second question is : Do black and white students who successfully
complete the intervention program. Reading Recovery, maintain average
literacy achievement scores for at least two years post intervention?
To analyze The Teacher Evaluation of Students' Literacy Ability fTESLA)
the researcher used a Likert Rating Scale with assigned values to the
responses. A t- test was used to analyze the responses of black and white
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students. The Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS) was analyzed by a
percentile ranking score. An independent t-test was used to analyze the scores
of the San Dieoo Oral Reading Paraoraoh and The Three Narrative Reading
Passages.
The third question is: Do teachers of black and white students accurately
rate the student's ability two years post intervention? Do black and white
students who successfully complete the intervention program, Reading
Recovery, in first grade, read at third grade level two years post intervention as
perceived by their teachers? is there a correlation between teacher's prediction
and students' performance?
The researcher used the t-test to compare black and white students'
scores. The Pearson Product Moment Correlations was used to examine the
teachers' prediction of how the students would read for accuracy and story
retellings of the San Diego Oral Paragraph and The Three Narrative Reading
Paragraphs. ANOVA was also used to study mean differences.
Summary
In this chapter the purpose of the study and its sample, instruments,
procedures, and analysis of data were introduced. The purpose of this section
was to explain how the study was designed. The section on the sample gave
infonmation about the students who partidpated in the study and how they were
selected and assigned. The instruments used for this study were described.
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They inducted The Observation Survey, The Essential Skills Test, The San
Dieoo Oral Reading Paraaraoh. Grade Three, The Teacher's Evaluation of
Students' Literacy Ability (TESLA), The Elementan^ Reading Attitude Sun/ev
(ERAS), Three Nan^tive Reading Paragraphs, and A writing sample. The
procedures outlined the steps taken to accomplish this study. The section on
the analysis of data present the statistical procedures used to analyze the data
as related to the three questions investigated by the study.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the results of the
study. The results and discussion in this chapter are organized in terms of the
four research questions followed by a summary.
Results Related to Research Question One
Do black and white students who were instructed in the intervention,
Reading Recovery, have similar levels of literacy achievement and share similar
literacy characteristics two years post intervention?
Data to answer this question were gathered with the following
assessment instruments: 1) Three Narrative Reading Passages, (Lobel, 1977,
p.22; Stauffer, Burrows & Jones. 1962, a, p. 173; (Stauffer, et al.. 1962b, p.33),
2) The San Diego Oral Reading Paragraph, Grade Three, (The Center for
Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1978), 3) Teachers' Evaluation of Students'
Literacy Ability (TESLA) obtained by an Interview, 4) Students' Self Assessment
obtained by The Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey (McKenna & Kear,
1990), and 5) A Written Sample of students' woric.
Three Narrative Reading Passages
The black and white students, in the sample, were assessed for oral
reading and comprehension with three narrative reading selections. The three
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Narrative Reading Passages were taken from t)ooks propertied by their
publishers to be written at a first grade level (Passage A), a third, grade level
(Passage B), and a fifth grade level (Passage C). In scoring for oral reading
accuracy, mispronounced, inserted, omitted, and substituted words were
counted as errors. Spontaneous self corrections were not counted as errors.
Mean differences between black students and white students in terms of raw
scores of oral reading accuracy with the three narrative reading passages were
tested at the .05 level of confidence using a Fisher t test Means and standard
deviations were computed for the oral reading accuracy scores obtained with
the black and white students (See Table 4.1).
No mean score differences between black and white students were
found for oral reading accuracy for the three Narrative Reading Passages.
Specifically, there was no significant difference in mean oral reading
accuracy for the first grade Narrative Reading Passage (Passage A) between
white (M=98.09) and black (Ms95.00)students. t (25)=0.04. p=.965.
No significant difference was found in mean oral reading accuracy for the
third grade Narrative Reading Passage (Passage B) between white (M=94.00)
and black (M=92.00) students, t (25)^.04, p=.965.
Lastly, no significant difference was found in mean oral reading accuracy
for the fifth grade Narrative Reading Passage (Passage C) between white
(Ms89.33) and black (Ms86.15) students, t (25)s0.69, p=.500.
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Table 4.1
Percent of Oral Reading Accuracy Scores of White and Black Students for
Three Narrative Passages and The San Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraph

Variable

Group

N

M

SD

First Grade White

11

98.09

4.03

Passage

Black

16

95.00

6.83

Third Grade White

11

94.00

5.33

Passage B

Black

16

92.00

6.43

Fifth Grade White

9

89.33

5.70

Black

13

86.15

7.81

SD Grade 3 White

9

95.56

6.62

Black

16

92.44

5.92

Passage

t P

0.83

0.414

0.04

0.965

0.69

0.500

1.21

0.238
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Results Related to Research Question Two
Do black and white students who successfully complete the intervention
program, Reading Recovery, maintain average scores for at least two years
post intervention?
Data to answer this question were gathered with the following
assessment instruments: The San Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraph. (1978)
Grade Three
The black and white students were assessed by The San Diego Oral
Reading Paragraph using its grade three test passage. Students were asked to
orally read the third grade nan^'ve passage of The San Dieoo Oral Reading
Paragraph. Data were analyzed in terms of percent of oral reading accuracy
scores. Oral reading miscues were counted as wrong using the guidelines in
the manual of the San Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraph. Mean differences
between black students and white students for oral accuracy raw scores were
tested at the .05 level of confkJence using a Fisher t test (See Table 4.1).
There was no significant difference in oral reading accuracy scores between
white (M=95.56) and black (Ms92.44) students, t (25)=1.21, p=.238.
As expected, oral reading performance accuracy scores dropped as the
narrative passage difficulty increased. This was true across t)oth groups. This
suggests that the passages were scaled property in terms of readability.
Student mean scores on the third grade Narrative Reading Passage were
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essentially the same as on the San Diego Third Grade Oral Reading
Paragraph. Even though these two third grade passages were taken from
different sources, they produced essentially the same mean scores in terms of
oral accuracy.
Comorehension-Rated Retellings.
After the students finished reading aloud the Narrative Reading
Passages and the third grade test of the San Dieoo Oral Reading Paraaraoh.
they were asked to recall and tell about each of the passages.
Following the reading of the three narrative passages and The San
Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraph the researcher wrote and recorded each
students' oral retelling. The retellings were rated holistically according to a scale
ranging from one to five. A rating of "one" was given if the retellings evidenced
no comprehension of the story, to a rating of five' if the retellings were
complete and showed evidence of implicit understanding of the story.
The researcher and an outside evaluator t)oth independently rated the
retellings. After the initial ratings were completed, the researcher and the
outside evaluator discussed their individual ratings of the oral retellings for each
student.
A final rating of a student's comprehension was then obtained by
consensus through discussion between the researcher and the outside
evaluator. The researcher and the outside evaluator discussed their respective
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reasons for rating each student based upon each individual retelling. The final
rating of a students comprehension was sometimes changed as a result of this
discussion. Depending upon whether there was agreement or disagreement
between the researcher and the outside evaluaton the final rating was changed
for some students and remained the same for others. Means and standard
deviations were computed using the holistic rating scores for retellings by black
and white students (See Table 4.2).
Mean differences between black students and white students for story
retellings ratings were tested at the .05 level of confidence using a Fisher t test.
No significant differences were found between black and white students
for oral retellings on any of the four passages.
Specifically, no significant difference in mean comprehension retelling
scores was found between white (M=3.18) and black (M=3.25) students, t
(0.81), p= 0.428 for passage A, the first grade passage.
Also no significant difference was found in mean comprehension retelling
scores between white (M=3.27) and black (M=3.31) students, t (-0.21), p=0.837
for passage B, the third grade passage.
No significant difference in retellings sores was found between white
(M=2.56) and black (M=2.28) students, t (0.69), p= 0.500 for passage C, the
fifth grade passage.
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Table 4.2
Rated Retellings of White and Black Students on Three Narrative Passages

Variable

N

M

SO

First Grade White

11

3.18

1.33

Passage

Black

16

3.25

1.29

Third Grade White

11

3.27

1.00

Passages

Black

16

3.31

1.01

Fifth Grade White

9

2.56

0.88

Black

13

2.28

0.99

SD Grade 3 White

9

2.44

1.24

Black

14

1.93

1.07

Passage

Group

t p

0.81

0.428

-0.21

0.837

0.69

0.500

-0.76

0.456

Como
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Finally, no significant difference in mean comprehension retellings scores was
found between white (M^.44) and black (M=l.93) students, t (-0.76), p= 0.456
for The San Dieoo Oral Reading Paraoraoh. grade three.
The students' retellings of the first grade and third grade passages were
essentially the same. The two third grade passages, passage B, and The San
Diego passage produced different mean comprehension retelling scores for
both black and white students.

Student mean comprehension retelling scores

on the basal reader passage (Passage B) were much higher than those
obtained with The San Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraph, third grade test
passage. The mean retellings of black and white students were essentially the
same for all of the assessment passages
Results Related to Research Question Three
Do teachers of black and white students accurately evaluate their literacy
ability two years post intervention?
Data to answer this question were gathered with the following
assessment instruments.
Teacher's Evaluation of Students' Literacy Ability
The researcher's assoa'ate interviewed the teachers of the students who
were in the sample of the study. The researcher created a Teacher Evaluation
of Students Literacy Ability (TESLA) which consisted of four parts (A,B,C,D)
with a total of fifteen items. The statements were generated by asking ten
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Reading Recovery teachers to descnbe the qualities that they would expect a
successfully discontinued student to exhibit as a third grade student The
teachers' responses were tallied and the seven highest occum'ng responses
were used to formulate the statements about the students. The researcher
added an eighth item, which states. The student comprehends what he or she
reads'. The eighth statement was added t)ecause the researcher felt that it
added an important element to the findings of the study.
Part A of the TESLA consisted of eight items to which the teacher was
asked to respond regarding a student's ability as a reader and a writer. The
eight statements are: 1) The student uses strategies when reading.
2) The student is a fluent reader.
3) The student is an independent reader.
4) The student reads at grade level.
5) The student is a problem solver.
6) The student likes to read.
7) The student reads to learn other subjects.
8) The student comprehends what he or she reads.
(See Tables 4.3, 4.4). The teacher was asked to respond with one of the
following; 1.) "Strongly Agree", 2.) "Agree", 3.) "Disagree", 4.) "Strongly
Disagree" to each of the above eight statements.
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Table 4.3
Teacher's Prediction of Students' Oral Readlno on Three Narrative Passages

Variable

Group

N

M

SD

First Grade White

11

4.82

0.60

Passage

Black

16

4.63

0.62

Third Grade White

9

3.22

1.10

Black

16

3.31

0.95

Fifth Grade White

11

2.26

0.92

Passage

16

2.06

1.23

Passage B

Black

t P

0.81

0.428

-0.208

0.837

0.69

0.500
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Table 4.4
Teacher's Prediction of Students' Readino Comprehension on Three Narrafave
Passages

N

M

SD

First Grade White

11

4.23

0.65

Passage

Black

16

4.50

0.73

Third Grade White

11

3.45

0.93

Passage B

Black

16

3.44

1.03

Fifth Grade White

11

2.27

1.10

Passage

16

2.06

1.24

Variable

Group

Black

t P

0.83

0.414

-0.044

0.965

0.46

0.66
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Part B consisted of three questions. The first question asked the teacher
to descrit)e the student as a reader and a writer. The second question asked
the teacher to describe how the student related to others. The third question
directed the teacher to place each student in one of four quartiles in terms of
literacy achievement high quartile (99-75th%), third quartile (74-50th%). second
quartiie (49-25th%), or low quartile (24-1st%).
Part C consisted of having the teachers look at three Narrative Reading
Passages. The teachers were asked to predict how well they thought each
student read the three passages.

For each of the passages, the teachers

predicted the student's oral reading performance in one of five ranked
categories from "excellent" (5 points) to 'poor* (1 point).
Each student obtained a rating of 1 through 5. The teacher's predicted
ratings of the student's oral reading was then compared to of his/her actual oral
reading accuracy percent score and the two variable were correlated. The
same procedure was followed to obtain the teachers' ratings of student
comprehension. Table 4.3 gives tiie means and standard deviations of the
teachers' ratings for student oral reading ability.
No significant difference in teacher's evaluation of student's oral reading
ability on Three Nanrati've Passages was found between white (Ms4.82) and
black (M=4.63) students, t (.81), p (.428) for tiie first grade Passage (A).
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No significant difference in teadier's evaluation of student's oral reading
ability was found between white (Ms3.22) and black (M=3.3I) students, t (-.208),
p (.837) for the third grade Passage (B).
No significant difference in teacher's evaluation of student's oral reading
ability was found between white (M=2.36) and black (M=2.06) students, t (.69),
p (.500) for the fifth grade Passage (C).
The teachers in this study did not differentiate t)etween white and black
students in terms of ability to orally read the Three Narrative Reading
Passages.
No significant difference in teacher's evaluation of student's ability to
comprehend Three Narrative Passages was found between white (M^.23) and
black (M=4.50) students, t (.83), p (.414) for the first grade Passage (A).
No significant difference in teacher's evaluation of students ability to
comprehend was found between white (M=3.45) and black (M-3.44) students, t
(.93), p (1.03) for the third grade Passage (B).
No significant difference in teacher's evaluation of student's ability to
comprehend was found between white (M=2.27) and black (M=2.06) students, t
(.45), p (.66) for the fifth grade Passage (C).
The teachers in this study did not differentiate between white and black
students in terms of ability to comprehend the Three Narrative Reading
Passages.
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The teachers' evaluation scores were compared to the actual oral
reading and retellings of the students performance. The Pearson Product
Moment Correlations between teacher prediction of student or reading and
student oral reading achievement showed significant correlation t)etween
teacher prediction and student performance for both black and white students.
(See Table 4.4 . 4.5 and 4.6)
In analyzing the correlations between teacher predictions and student
performance, there were higher correlations between teacher prediction and
student performance for the higher level passages. For passage C, which was
a fifth grade passage, the correlations for all students' performance was: for
black students r=.57, for white students rs.62 and for total students r=.58.
For the third grade passage, (Passage B). the correlation between
teacher prediction and student performance was much lower for all students.
However, the correlation was much lower for predicting black students'
performance: r=.12, white students rs.39, and for total students rs.22.
Interestingly, the students were third grade students at the time of the study,
and the expectation for the students to perform at the third grade level was
underestimated by their teachers. For the first grade passage, (Passage A), the
correlation between teacher prediction and student performance was even
lower, resulting in an inverse or negative correlation for the black students
r=-.57 and total students rs-.20. For white students, it was a positive correlation
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Table 4.5
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between Teacher Prediction of Black
Student Oral Reading and Black Student Actual Oral Reading Achievement

Teacher Predicted Oral Reading

Actual Oral Reading
Passage
Passage
A
B
C

Passage

1. Passage A

0.28

0.42

.65*

2. Passage B

0.22

0.48

.59*

3. Passage C

0.28

"Correlation is significant at the 0.05

.67*

.67*
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Table 4.6
Pearson Product Moment Correlatfon Between Teacher Prediction of White
Student Oral Reading and White Student Actual Reading Achievement

Teacher Predicted Oral Reading

Actual Oral Reading
Passage
A

Passage
B

Passage
O

0.09

1. Passage A

0.09

-0.19

2. Passage B

0.61*

0.31

3. Passage C

0.29

0-17

'Correlation is significant at the 0.05

.78^
0.5
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at r=.41. The students ability to read the lowest level passage was much higher
than the teachers' predicted they would be able to do (See Table 4.7).
The conrelation between teacher predicted oral reading scores and actual
performance was positive but relatively low for the first grade reading passage,
(Passage A). This low correlation was probably due to a ceiling effect. That is,
the students had relatively high oral reading mean scores (98% for whites and
95% for blacks) and high teacher prediction scores. These high scores
produced reduced score variation, which in tijm, limited the magnitude of the
obtained correlation coeffidents.
The correlation between teacher predicted oral reading scores and actual
performance was positive and of low magnitude for the third grade reading
passage, (Passage B). The teachers did a better job of predicting the black
students' performance r=.48, and the total student performance r=.40, than they
did predicting the white stijdents' performance r=.31. This difference may be
due to the low number of white students (11), compared to the higher number
of black students (16) in the study. Therefore, the correlation may have been
restilcted because with the larger number of black stiJdents, one would predict
a wider range of score variation ttian with the white students and that was
achjally the case (See Table 4.1). of white students.
The teachers were able to predict with a higher correlation to the
students' actijal performance at the highest reading level passage (Passage C,
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Table 4.7
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between Teacher Predictions of Student
Comprehension and Rated Retellings of Passages for Black. White, and Total
Students

Teacher Predicted Comprehension

Rated Retellings
(Actual Comprehension)
A

B

C

Black

.57*

0.12

.57*

White

0-41

Student Comprehension (A, B, C)

Total

^Correlation is significant at the 0.05

-0.20

0.39

0.62*

0.22

.58*
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fifth grade level). This higher correlation was probably due to the fact that the
teachers could identify those students who were capable of reading a fifth
grade passage with better accuracy (See Table 4.7).
A comparison of the researcher and the outside evaluator's ratings are
given. (See Table 4.8) There was no significant diffisrence between the
researcher and the outside evaluator found. Passage A the researcher's mean
score (Ms3.22) and the outside evaluator's mean score (M=2.81) showed the
researcher rated the students higher than the outside evaluator. For Passage B
the researcher's mean score was (M=3.29) and the outside evaluator's mean
score was (M=3.14) showed the researcher rated the students only slightly
higher than the outside evaluator rated the students. For Passage C the
researcher's mean score was (M-2.39) and the outside evaluator's mean score
(M=2.13) showed that the researcher again rated the students higher than the
outside evaluator rated the students. On the San Diego Oral Reading
Paragraph, Grade Three the researcher's mean score was (M=3.14) and the
outside evaluator's mean score was (M=3.12) showed essentially similar
ratings of the students by the researcher and the outside evaluator.
On comparing the reading characteristics between black and white
students as rated by their third grade teachers, Table 3.1 shows the eight
characteristics that the students were rated on by their teachers. Although
there were no significant differences found between the two groups, the
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Table 4.8
Comparison of Researcher and Outside Evaluator Ratonos Retellings of Three
Narratove Passages and The San Dieoo Oral Paragraph

N

M

SD

t

P

27
27

3.22
2.81

1.28
1.47

3.32

0.003

27
27

3.29
3.14

0.99
1.35

0.85

0.404

23
23

2.39
2.13

0.94
1.14

2.02

0.056

24
24

3.14
3.12

0.72
1.07

1.90

0.070

Passage A
Researcher
Evaluator
Passage B
Researcher
Evaluator
Passage C
Researcher
Evaluator
SO Grade 3
Researcher
Evaluator
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teachers consistently rated the black students somewhat lower than the white
students on every reading characteristic. (See Table 4.9) The mean score for
uses strategies was for white students (M=3.09) and black students (M=2.64).
The next characteristic was fluent readers the white students (M=2.90), black
students (2.50). Independent reader as a characteristic was rated for white
students (M=3.00) and black students (Ms2.50). On student reading at grade
level as a characteristic the white students were rated (Ms2.90) and black
students (2.50). The next characteristic was the student as a prot)lem solver in
which the teachers rated the white students (M=2.8I) and the black students
(M=2.64). On The sixth one the. the student likes to read, the white students
were rated (M=3.09) and the black students were rated M=3.00). The seventh
characteristic was the student reads to learn in which the white students were
rated (M=2.81) and the black students were rated (M=2.78). The last of the
eight characteristics which the teachers were asked to rate the students was on
comprehension, the student comprehends what he reads, on which the white
students were rated (M=3.09) and the black students were rated (M=3.07).
Although the white students were rated slightly higher on the reading
characteristics, both groups of students were essentially perceived to be the
similar, since there was no significance difference in the mean scores between
the two groups (See Table 4.9). Both the black students and white students
were rated highest on 'comprehends' and 'likes to read'. The black
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Table 4.9
Comparison of Black and White Students on Teacher Retinas of Students'
Reading Characteristics

N

M

SD

1. Uses
White
Strategies Black

11
14

3.09
2.64

0.54
0.63

1.87

0.074

2. Fluent
Readers

White
Black

11
10

2.90
2.50

0.94
0.85

1.13

0.268

3. Indep.
Reader

White
Black

11
14

3.00
2.50

0.77
0.85

1.42

0.500

4. At Grade White
Level
Black

11
14

2.90
2.50

0.83
0.85

1.20

0.242

5. Problem White
Solver
Black

11
10

2.81
2.64

0.60
0.70

0.70

6. Likes to
Read

White
Black

11
14

3.09
3.00

0.70
0.55

0.363

0.720

7. Reads to White
Learn
Black

11
10

2.81
2.78

0.60
0.67

0.14

0.892

8. Comp

11
14

3.09
3.07

0.53
0.47

0.96

0.924

Variable

Group

White
Black

t

P

0.490
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students were rated lowest on "fluent readers' and "at grade level'. The white
students were rated the lowest on 'problem solver" and "reads to learn".
The Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey (McKenna and Kear.
1990) The Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey is a twenty item
questionnaire that is related to reading and designed to measure students
attitude toward reading. Each item presents a statement about reading followed
by four pictures of the comic strip character, Garfield the Cat The pictures are
arranged in descending order from a "very happy" Garfield to a "very unhappy"
Garfield. The students are instructed to drde the Garfield picture that best
represents how they feel about each statement Two areas are assessed:
Recreational Reading and Academic Reading. The Recreational Reading
Attitude statements are about reading outside the school setting or reading for
pleasure. The Academic Reading Attitude statements are about reading in
school. A total Reading Attitude score is obtained by adding the Recreational
Reading scores to the Academic Reading Scores. (See Table 4.10)
Mean differences between black students and white students for the
three reading attitude scores on the Elementary School Reading Attitude
Survey (McKenna and Kear, 1990) were tested at the .05 level of confidence
using a Fisher t test
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Table 4.10
Results of Raw Scores of Black and White Students on the Garfield Acfavitv
Sun/ev

Variable

Gfx>up

N

M

SD

t P

Academic

White

11

34.27

3.92

-0.44

0.665

Black

16

34.81

2.48

Recreational White

11

34.45

2.58

2.15

0.041*

Black

16

32.19

4.53

White

11

69.72

6.34

1.18

0.249

Black

16

67.00

5.58

Total

^Significant at p> .05
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There was no significant difference found for Academic Attitude mean
scores t)etween white (M=34.27) and black (M=34.81) students, t (25K439,
p=.665.
A Significant difference was found in terms of Recreational Attitude mean
scores of white (M=35.45) and black (M=32.19) students, t (25)-2.153, p-.041.
White students obtained higher Recreational Reading Attitude mean scores
than black students. The total score of The Garfield Attitude Test (ESRAS) is a
combination of the Academic and Recreational Reading Attitude Scores. There
was no significant difference found in tenns of the total mean scores between
white (M=69.72) students and black (M=67.00) students, t (25)1.180, p=.249
The mean recreational reading attitude score for white students was
(M=35.45) and for black students the mean score was (M=32.19). This was the
only part of the entire study conducted where a significant difference was found
between the two groups of students. On the first ten questions of the sun/ey.
tiie black students indicated that they did not enjoy or participate in recreational
reading to the same degree as the white students. Interestingly, this factor did
not influence the other aspects of the stiJdy to the degree to cause any
significant differences for the other variables tested in the study.
Writing Sample
The purpose of the writing sample was to ascertain if a student could
write a story. Students were asked to write about a birthday party that they
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would like to have, have had. or have attended. Students were given ten
minutes to complete the task.
Students were rated from one to five depending upon how well they
completed the assignment in terms of five areas: 1.)

How completely the story

was written, 2.) How closely directions were followed, 3.) If the elements of
story were included, 4.) Conventions of print included, 5.) Use of punctuation
and capitalization. (See Table 4.11).
The stories that the students wrote ranged in length from 16 words to 94 words.
There were 12 stories from 30 to 40words out of a total of the 27 stories written
by the 27 students in the sample. The majority of the students wrote stories
between tiiirty to forty words. The number of sentences for ttie stories ranged
from one to eleven sentences.

Two stories were written with only one

sentence. Five stories were written with two sentences. Five stories were
written with three sentences. Rve stories were written with four sentences. Six
stories were written with five sentences. Two stories were written with six
sentences. One story was written with seven sentences. One story was written
with eleven sentences. Only four students wrote ttieir stories with a titie. Only
three students did not use any punctuation. The most common punctuation
used was a period at the end of their final sentence. Twenty-four students
used a period after each sentence. Two students used one other form of
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Table 4.11
Comparison of Black and White Students on WHtten Passage

Variable

Group

N

M

SD

Written

White

11

2.18

1.08

Passage

Black

16

2.56

0.63

t p

-1.16

0.257

punctuation, the comma. Seventeen of the students wrote their stories in
manuscript handwriting. The other ten students wrote in cursive handwriting.
A rating scale of from one to five was used to evaluate the written
samples of the students. The mean writing score was 2.18 for the white
students and 2.56 for the black students. Although the black students scored
slightly higher on the written sample, there was no significant difference found
between black students and white students for writing sample scores at the .05
level of confidence using a t test. There was no significant difference in writing
raw scores between white (M=2.18) and black (M=2.56) students, t (-1.16),
p=0.257) (See Table 4.11).
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Discussion
The results of these analyses indicate that when black and white
students are given the same effective literacy instruction, they attain
comparative scores in literal achievement The results were maintained over a
period of at least two years after the intervention regardless of the nature of the
reading instruction that followed the Reading Recovery. The results were
achieved and maintained for both ratial groups of students regardless of the
amount of recreational reading students in which students partidpate. According
to the findings of The Elementan^ School Attitude Survey there was a significant
difference in attitude about recreational reading found between tiie two radal
groups, yet this difference did not affect the outcome of the otiier measures of
the study. The results indicate that race is not a factor in how well one can
learn to read and write, given that the instiuction is equal for both groups.
These results also suggest that if the teachers are trained to the same
level of competency (i.e. similar to Reading Recovery teachers) then all
students are likely to maintain their literaqr achievement at a level of
comparative ability.
Case Study. In order to obtain a more in-depth study of the effects of
Reading Recovery on literacy achievement of two students reganjiess of race,
the researcher conducted a case study of two individual students. The case
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study was conducted on Ivan, a white student and Henry, a black students,
each representing their respective group in the study.
Case Study Procedure
To prevent for biased evaluation of the students by the researcher, the
27 students were given numtwrs before any assessments were made. In
addition to their assigned student number, the subjects were also ctassified as
01 for boy and 02 for girl. The numbers were highlighted in two different colors
to distinguish between black students and white students. To determine
whether the case study would be conducted on boys or girls, the numbers 01
and 02 were placed in a box and a draw was taken. The 01 indicating a male
subject number was selected by chance. Once gender was determined, the
researcher selected from the master list of students only those numbers
assigned to the boys in the study. The identifying numt)ers of the black, male
students were placed in one box, and the identifying numbers of the white,
male students were placed in anotiier box. Again, a draw was taken from each
box to determine which black student and which white student would be
analyzed using a case study approach. In addition, to gender being randomly
selected ttie individual student within each raa'al group was randomly selected
as well. The two students randomly selected by this method were Ivan and
Henry. Following are the case studies of ttie two students, Ivan and Henry.
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Case Study (White Male Student)
At the time he was tested, Ivan was a nine year old white student in the
third grade of a large urt)an school distnct, located in the Southwestern United
States. He attended one of the one-hundred elementary schools in that district
His school has a diverse raaal population in terms of both faculty and students.
There are a large percentage of Hispanic, white and tMack students who
comprise the student population, as well as the faculty population of Ivan's
school. There are some bilingual language classes at the school to
accommodate the needs of the diverse population. This particular school also
offers assistance to students Identified as being at risk in terms of potential
reading problems through the eariy intervention program. Reading Recovery.
Eariv History and Familv Relationships
Ivan is a middle child and only son. Ivan was bom in Florida and moved
to the Southwest when he was one year old. The family has not moved since
then, and he has attended the same school since his family moved from
Florida. He has two older sisters and one younger sister. Ivan lives with his
father, mother, and two of his three sisters. His oldest sister is nineteen years
old who lives in an apartment dose to the family residence with her baby. At
the time of this interview, neither parent was employed outside of the home.
Therefore, when Ivan came home from school, both his mother and father were
there for him. Being an only son, Ivan was given more attention and different
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treatment by his parents than they gave to his three sisters. Also, Ivan's two
older sisters act similar to surrogate moms to Ivan t)ecause they take care of
him.
Personality IdentificatiQn
Ivan is a third grade student of average height and weight. He has a
slight to medium size frame. His vision appears to be within the normal range
since he does not wear glasses or corrective lenses. His hearing appears to be
within the nonmal range since his school records do not indicate a diagnosed
hearing problem. Ivan has blond hair and green eyes that sparkle when he
smiles. Ivan is a very likable student who smiles a lot and usually seems to be
happy. He has a best friend at school and spends much of his free time playing
with his friends at school and in his neightK)rhood. He has a long list of male
friends and considers his sisters to be his female friends. His grandparents live
out of state, but he remembers visiting them on occasion. Although his favorite
sport is football; he tends to be a spectator rather than a partidpant He doesn't
belong to any junior leagues or other organized groups or teams. The time he
spends with his friends basically consists of unstructured play. The family
spends vacation time outdoors camping together.
Interest and Aspirations
Ivan's favorite subject in school is sdence. He reported that math Is
something that he would like to be able to do better. He gets mostly 'B's' in
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reading. He is in the middle reading group and can identify friends in his dass
who are in the top group and t)0tt0m group. He has good school attendance
and had only missed one day of school the year that the study was conducted.
Ivan likes using the computer at school, and his favorite game to play on
the computer is 'Oregon Trail". His favorite t)ook is Goosebumos. He described
the books in his home as 'really, really, really, etc. hard' and 'grown up books".
There appear to be no age appropriate books for him to read at home. His
older sister occasionally takes him to the library, and he uses her card to check
out books. Ivan considers himself to be a good reader. He doesn't appear to
feel intimidated about reading orally in front of the rest of the dass. In the
teacher interview, his third grade teacher affirmed this by stating 'He likes to
read aloud." Ivan remembered reading his first book alone when he was in the
first grade.
Ivan said that when he grows up he would like to be a veterinarian
because he loves animals. He espedally likes playing with his two cats. He
helps take care of his cats by feeding them. Besides feeding the cats, his other
chores around the house are taking out the gariaage and deaning his own
room.
The family spends vacation time outdoors camping together. Ivan said
that he likes camping with his family very much. On weeknights he goes to bed
at nine but likes to stay up until midnight on the weekends. Ivan spends
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weekends at his older sister's house with his new nephew. Ivan said that he is
proud of his sister's baby and proud of being an unde. He spends his Saturday
mornings watching cartoons or playing with friends.
Diagnostic Study
When he was in the first grade, Ivan was identified as a student who was
perfonning within the bottom 20% of his dass in reading and writing. This was
determined by the scores Ivan obtained on The Observation Survey (Clay,
1993). The Reading Recovery teacher administered the survey as a pre-test to
determine which students qualified for the Reading Recovery program. In
addition, Ivan's dassroom teacher ranked the children from the highest to
lowest in her dass in terms of literacy achievement. It is from the teacher's
ranking list that the Reading Recovery teacher drew a population of possible 'at
risk" students to test and possibly place in the Reading Recovery program. The
Reading Recovery teacher administered the test to confirm that the student was
in the bottom 20% of the dass and to also find out what strategies ttie student
had in terms of reading and writing or what he already knew.
Ivan parti'dpated in the Reading Recovery program for 30 weeks
completing 102 lessons during that time. Ivan exited on March 30, 1994, with a
text reading level of 12. Level 12 is approximately the level at which average
first grade readers are performing by the middle of the school year. He was
tested again at the end of the year on May 3,1994. At ttie end of the year his
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reading text level was a 14. Level 14 is approximately the level at which
average first grade readers are performing by the Spring of the school year.
During the researcher's assessment session with Ivan, he was pleasant,
seemed to t)e at ease, and appeared confident in his abilities to perform the
tasks at hand. He showed a willingness to please and was cooperative during
the assessment. He appeared to be eager to discuss at great length any of the
subjects that were mentioned during the assessment
Ivan was administered The Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey
(McKenna & Kear, 1990). Ivan was found to have a very positive attitude
regarding reading, falling well above the average range in reading attitude
scores. Ivan obtained a score at the 96th percentile for Recreational Reading
Attitude and a score at the 91st percentile for Academic Reading Attitude. He
obtained a Total Reading Score at the 95th percentile. There was no real
difference between his Academic Reading Attitude Score and his Recreational
Reading Attitude Score with both falling well above the average range.
During the teacher interview Ivan's third grade teacher described him as:
"A student slightly below grade level." Yet, she stated," He likes to read
aloud.' She also stated,' He writes slowly, has trouble putting a story together
but with help enjoys sharing and reading his journal." Sodally, the teacher
described him as; 'A great guy, always smiling.' and " He gets along very well
with the other kids.'
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Teacher Predictions of Ivan's Reading
Ivan's teacher predicted that he would be able to read the first grade
reading passage (Passage A) at an 'excellent level of performance.' She
predicted that he would read the third and fifth grade reading passages
(Passages B and C) at a' low level of performance.' Ivan's teacher also
predicted that he would comprehend the first grade passage (Passage A) at an
'excellent level of performance.' She also predicted that he would comprehend
the third grade reading passage (Passage B) at an ' average level of
perfonnance.' She predicted that Ivan would comprehend the fifth grade
passage (Passage C) at a' low level of performance.'
Actual Reading Performance
The researcher assessed Ivan's oral reading and comprehension with
three narrative passages. The three passages were written at the first, third,
and fifth grade level respectively. This assessment involved a task similar to
that which a student would t)e asked to do in school. The researcher asked
Ivan to read each passage aloud as well as he could, also he was told that he
would be asked to tell about tiie passage when he was finished reading. Ivan
was attentive and cooperative during the testing session. The researcher gave
Ivan the first grade passage (Passage A), and he immediately started to read it
His oral reading at the first grade passage was relatively free of miscues, and
he only missed two words: the and amw. For the wordJ£is he substituted the
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word

This is a common substitution, that did not subtract from the meaning

of the passage; yet left uncorrected is considered an incorrect response. For
the word arsw Ivan read amw. Graphophonically these two wonjs look and
sound similarly, but within the context of this passage the meaning is changed,
and if left unoorrected, the miscue is considered to be an error. Self-corrections
were not counted as errors. He initially missed the word wonder reading It first
as would and then as woulder. Finally, upon his third attempt to read wonder
he self-oonrected, and he read it correctly. This self-correction was not scored
as an error; hence it was not counted against his oral reading accuracy score.
Ivan scored 95% accuracy in oral reading for the first grade reading passage
(Passage A). The teacher's prediction and Ivan's actual oral reading were
dose, yet not congruent The common grading scale used in schools, has
traditionally held 98% accuracy to be congruent with an excellent rating.
For oral reading of Passage B, the third grade passage, Ivan missed
fifteen words and scored 88% accuracy. His oral reading of the fifth grade
passage was 76% accuracy.

The teacher predicted he would read at a' low

level of accuracy" on these two passages. Most reading authorities agree that
adequate oral reading accuracy should be at least 90%. The teacher's
prediction of Ivan's reading was found to be congruent with his actual reading
of Passages B and C.
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The San Dieoo Oral Reading Paragraphs (The Center for Applied
Research in Education, Inc.. 1978) is a criten'on referenced test It is a quick
way to gauge a student's reading ability.

It consists of a series of graded

paragraphs ranging from preprimer through eighth grade levels. Each paragraph
contains 10 words formed by drawing words randomly from basal reader
glossaries, and from the Thomdike list Scoring for accuracy was conducted by
calculating the percentage of words read correctly versus the miscues. The total
number of words in the paragraph was determined, the number of miscues was
subtracted from the total numt)er of words then divided by the total number of
words to obtain a percentage of accuracy.
Ivan was administered the third grade level paragraph. He scored 88%
for oral reading accuracy. This is the same score that he obtained on Passage
B which is also a third grade passage. The third grade teacher rated him as
being slightly below grade level in oral reading ability. The teacher's estimate of
Ivan's oral reading at the third grade were relatively consistent with his actual
perfonnance at that level.
Ivan's retelling of Passage A was evaluated by the researcher and the
outside evaluator. Both the researcher and the outside evaluator judged his
retelling as being equivalent to a 'high' level of comprehension , a "4" (scale
from 1, lowest to 5, highest) Ivan's teacher predicted that his comprehension
of this passage would be 'excellenf, a '5'. For Passage B, the outside
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evaluator rated Ivan's comprehension as 'high', a *4' while the researcher rated
it at an 'average', a '3' level of comprehension. The third grade teacher
predicted that his comprehension of this passage would be "average", a '3'.
The third grade teacher's and the researcher's ratings were in agreement For
Passage C both the outside evaluator and the researcher rated Ivan's
comprehension as being at a 'low', a '2' level. The third grade teacher's
prediction of Ivan's comprehension, and his actual rated performance of
comprehension were found to be congruent for Passage C. On The San Pieoo
Oral Reading Passage for the third grade passage, the outside evaluator rated
Ivan's level of comprehension as 'low", a '2' while the researcher rated it as
'average', a '3'.
The Text for The San Pieoo Third Grade Oral Reading Passage.
The boy looked frightened. He was in the mkidle of the walk. He looked
lonely in the dty as the cars zoomed by. In a moment, several men
walked past. A tall man drew up in a car. He got out and walked straight
to the boy. "Why aren't you in school?" the man exclaimed. Since the
boy dki not know what to say, he began to cry. { See Appendix G )
In retelling the story Ivan gave the following account of what the story was
about: 'He was lost in the city. This guy came and then he started to cry.'
In analyzing Ivan's retelling we see that he responded with two
sentences. The first sentence gives the setting for the story (a dty). The first
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sentence also shows that Ivan made an inference at}oiit the main character as
being lost The second sentence partially shows the interaction between the
man and the boy (This guy came and then he started to cry). He fails to infer
why the boy began to cry. He never mentions the boy feltfn'ghtened, confused,
fnjstrated or at a lost for words hence; he began to cry.
The WHtinQ Sample
The researcher asked Ivan to write a story about his birthday party.
Pn'or to writing the story the researcher conducted a prewriting brainstorming
activity to help Ivan formulate some ideas about what happens at birthday
parties. The researcher asked Ivan if he ever had a birthday party. If he had not
ever had a party, then the researcher asked him if he ever attended a birthday
party. Together they reviewed orally what happened at birthday parties.
After the discussion of birthday parties, Ivan then was instructed to write
a story at)out his birthday party or one that he attended.

Ivan wrote the

following story; in response to the directive to write about his birthday party.
(Ivan's invented spellings are given.):
I went to a pady it was fun. I played with tays. We aet Rack it was my 8th
breday.
(I went to a party. It was fun. I played with toys. We ate cake. It was my
eighth birthday.)
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In analyzing Ivan's written composition we see that it contains three
sentences and twenty words. Rve of the words were misspelled (invented
spellings). He ended his three sentences with terminal punctuation (periods)
and started them with capital letters. The misspelled words showed that he
attempted to make use of graphophonics to aid his spelling. This is evidenced
in the correct use of the beginning initial consonants used in the misspelled
words. He used some conventions of print in the way he used the th" for
writing the ordinal numt)er 8th. Ivan used spao'ng t}etween and within his
words. He used 'ed' to show the past tense of the word, play. The story is
written sequentially as to events as they might occur at a birthday party.
Both the outside evaluator and the researcher rated Ivan's story
composition as "poor", or a rating of T. The poor rating was given because the
following criteria were not met: Ivan's story did not have a title. It did not have a
deariy defined beginning, middle, and ending. It did not include who came to
the party. It did not have supporting details, it did not have a sense of story.
Many of the elements of story were missing from Ivan's composition. Elements
of What? Who? When? Where? were not included in his story. Because of its
brevity, the story was incomplete. Finally, in comparison with the stories written
by other students in the third grade, the researcher's expectations are for an
average ttiird grade student to be capable of writing a story of higher quality
than the one produced by Ivan.
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The third grade teacher stated that Ivan ,'has trouble putting a story
together". The teacher's prediction of Ivan's writing ability and the actual score
of his writing performance were found to be congruent. When Ivan's actual
writing scores are compared with his teacher's prediction of the quality of his
performance, the two were found to be very dose in agreement; therefore, the
teacher appeared to have an accurate perception of Ivan's literacy
achievement
Follow UP
According to Ivan's present teacher, he is functioning well within the
average range for his fourth grade dass. Because he was helped during the
first grade by an intervention program ttiat focused on his reading strengths ,
instead of reading below grade level, he was able to read wittiin the average
range at the time of the study. He saw himself as an effective reader, rather
than a non reader. This is evidenced by his teacher's statement tiiat," He likes
to read aloud" and also by his description of himself as a "good reader." He did
not seem to be fearful of reading, since he enjoyed reading in front of his peers,
and his perception of himself as a good reader seems promising. He
acknowledged that there are some shJdents in his dass who are better readers
than he is, and some who are not as good at reading as he is. He said that he
thinks he's right in ttie 'middle group' when it comes to reading.
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Conclusion
Even though Ivan was placed at the t)ottom 20% in literacy achievement
in the first grade, the intervention first grade Reading Recovery Program taught
him some strategies that he was able to use and maintain over a two year
period. Ivan is no longer placed at the t)ottom 20% of the dass. This is
evidenced by his ability to score within the average range for some of the
reading tasks. Ivan's third grade passages were slightly below average (88
percent) and his third grade teacher rated him as slightly below grade level in
reading.
The most beneficial outcome of how Reading Recovery helped Ivan is in
the results of the student attitude survey. His scores were well above average
in both the academic and recreational reading obtained on The Elementary
School Reading Attitude Survev. (McKenna & Kear, 1990). This positive attitude
enables Ivan to continue to make satisfactory progress in reading because he is
not defeated by a perceived or real inability to read.
Case Study (Black Male Student)
At the time of this study. Henry was a nine year old, third grade black
student, who attended school in the same district as Ivan. While both Henry
and Ivan were in the same school district, at the time of the study, the schools
that they attend were very different. Ivan's school is comprised of students who
live in the neighboriiood surrounding the school. It is a naturally occum'ng
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geographically radally integrated community. Henry, however, attends a
"magnet" school. A 'magnef school is one in which the cum'culum and the
population are controlled to create a raa'ally mixed school community. Children
are bussed to the school from all over the district to create a diverse school
population. Henry's school has been designated as a 'magnet" school to attract
white students for the purpose of creating an 'integrated" teaming environment
The school curriculum includes special art, music, physical education
classes and an extended school day. These special classes are not offered by
the other schools in the district Some black and Hispanic students in Henry's
neighborhood are bussed away from their neighborhood school, while white
students from outside the neighborhood are bussed to his school. Henry's
school is a raa'ally balanced school as a result of bussing due to a court
ordered desegregation mandate. This radal mix is comprised of black, white,
and Hispanic students. As with Ivan's school, this school also offers assistance
to students identified as being at risk in terms of potential reading problems
through the eariy intervention program, Reading Recovery.
Eariv History and Family Relationships
Henry is the second to the youngest child in a family of six children. He
has two sisters, two step-sisters, and one older broflier. Henry was bom in a
Southwestem dty and has lived there all of his life. Henry lives witii his fatiier,
mother, two older sisters, older brother, and one younger sister. His two step
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sisters are adults and do not live in the same residence as Henry. At the time
of this study. Henry's mother was not employed outside of the home, and his
father worked 'in sanding, malting coasters." When Henry came home from
school, his mother was there for him. Both Ivan and Henry had a parent in the
home when they came home from school. Neither student came home to an
empty house.
Henry had to attend two schools in order to follow the conditions of the
"magnet" school system. For his first three years he was bussed away from his
neighborhood school, across town to attend an elementary school for the
purpose of creating a radally balanced school. For the intermediate grades he
is scheduled to attend the 'magnet" school in his neighborhood.
Personalitv Identification
Henry is a third grade student of average height and weight. He has a
medium size frame. At the time of the testing session. Henry was not wearing
glasses, so the researcher assumed that his vision was within the nonmal
range. His hearing appeared to be within the normal range since his school
records do not indicate a diagnosed hearing problem. Henry has curly brown
hair and deep brown eyes that express knowledge beyond his nine years.
Henry is described as a very extroverted student who is very friendly and
talkative. He has many friends at school and spends much of his free time
playing with his school and neighborhood friends. He has many male friends,
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and they spend some of their free time 'chasing around the girls." His
grandparents use to live in the same city as Henry's family lives, and he
remembers visiting them on occasion. His grandparents are now deceased, but
Henry remembers the acb'vities he used to do with them. He often looks at their
photos and reminisces about the times they took him to the Dairy Queen for ice
cream or took him along with them to the bank. His favorite sport is football
which he plays with his friends in the neighborhood. At school there is an
extended day program which children such as Henry can choose to attend.
Henry attended two of them: track and the study center. Unlike Ivan. Henry
does belong to an after school organized team. He likes to run track. He
partidpates in the after school track team and practices everyday. He goes to
the study center once a week. The time he spends with his fnends basically
consists of team sports such as football and the track team.
Interest and Aspirations
Henry said that his favorite subject in school is,' art, sometimes math
and reading." He reported that he gets mostly "A's" in math and art and 'C's' in
reading. Henry said that he wished that he could get all "A's" in every subject in
school. He thinks that the best thing about school is the after school track
program, and the worst thing about school is being sent to the prinopal's office
for talking. Henry was placed in the middle reading group at the time of the
study. However, he said that he would like to be in the top group instead. He
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has good school attendance and had only missed a few days of school when
he was 'sick with the flu' during the year that the study was conducted.
Henry reported that he likes using the computer at school, and his
favorite games to play on the computer are 'Oregon Trail' and "Number
Muncher*. As with Ivan, Henry's favorite books are Goosebumps and 101
Dalmatians. At home, Henry likes to read the books and 'low rider'

magazines

in his bedroom bookcase. Henry reported going to the downtown public library
many times, and he has also frequented the library on sixth avenue. Although
Henry reported that he had a library card he had 'lost if and no longer owns
one. Henry thinks of himself as a 'good reader" but would like to be a better
reader. At the time of the study, he didn't appear to feel intimidated about
reading orally in front of the rest of the dass. Henry reported that, "We don't
usually read aloud, but when we do, I feel okay.' During the teacher interview,
his third grade teacher described him as a, 'high second grade level reader",
and that, 'He has improved much in reading and writing this year.', Henry
reported that he remembers reading his first book alone when he four years old
with his mother's help.
Henry appears to be very ambitious, and he said that he would like to go
to college and become many things. Among some of the things that Henry
would like to do are to be a football player, study math in college, and be a
race car driver.
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Henry said that he likes to take his dog. Jazzy, for a walk everyday after
school. In addition to walking his dog, his other chores around the house are
cleaning the bathroom and cleaning his own room. On weeknights he goes to
t)ed at eight o' dock, but likes to stay up until eleven o' dock on Friday and
Saturday nights. Henry said the he spends his Saturday mornings watching
cartoons, playing video games, or playing with his friends and his dog. Henry
likes to go camping, just as Ivan does. Henry enjoys going fishing in his unde's
boat on Silveriaell Lake and camping out in a van. Henry listed his hobbies as
taking care of his dog. doing math and playing football and basketball. He also
said that he likes to watch cartoons on television and play video games such as
Seoa Saturn and Super Nintendo . Henry said that he would like to go to a
specific high school in the city t>ecause he likes the name of their football team,
and as he stated, * I can improve their football team.'
Diagnostic Studv
Henry was identified for partidpation in Reading Recovery with the same
procedures that were used with Ivan. Henry was administered The Observation
Survey (Clay, 1993) when he was in the first grade and was found to be
achieving in reading and writing within the bottom 20% of his dass. This was
determined by the scores Henry obtained on The Observation Survey (Clay,
1993).
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Henry partapated in the Reading Recovery program for 31 weeKs
completing 102 lessons dunng that time. Both Ivan and Henry completed the
same number of lessons (102), and they were in the program approximately the
same amount of time (30-31 weeks). Henry exited the program with a text
reading level of 14 on April 29,1994, one month after Ivan exited. During the
interim of that month, Ivan improved his reading level from a 12 to a 14. As a
consequence, both Ivan and Henry were reading at the same level by the end
of the year, a level 14.
Henry is a friendly, outgoing student who was very relaxed during the
researcher's assessment session with him. He was pleasant, very talkative,
and appeared confident in his abilities to perform the tasks at hand. He
showed a willingness to please and was cooperative during the assessment.
Henry was personable and talked at great length about a variety of subjects
during the assessment.
Henry's results from the battery of exams administered by the researcher
are listed t)elow. Henry was administered The Elementary School Reading
Attitude Survey (McKenna & Kear, 1990). He obtained a score at the 90th
percentile for Recreational Reading Attitude and a score at the 95th percentile
for Academic Reading Attitude. Henry obtained a Total Reading Attitude Score
at the 95th percentile. There was no real difference between his Academic and
Recreational Reading scores with both falling well at>ove the average range.
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Henry's reading attitude score was found to be well above the average range
just as Ivan's was.
During the teacher interview Henry's third grade teacher described him
as; "A student reading at the high second grade who also comprehends at that
ievei." She also stated,' He has become a better story writer and likes to write
nice stories.' Rnally, she said that,' Henry has improved in reading and writing
this year."
Sodally, the teacher described him as: 'A person who got along well
with his classmates.' She did add that, 'He has had some problems in that area
recently."
Teacher Predictions of Henna's Reading.
Henry's teacher predicted that he would be able to read the first grade
reading passage (Passage A) at a "high level of perfonnance.' She also
predicted that he would read the third and fifth grade reading passages
(Passages B and C) at "average' and "poor" levels of performance,
respectively. Henry's teacher also predicted that he would comprehend the first
grade passage (Passage A) at a 'high' level of performance. She predicted
that he would comprehend the third grade reading passage (Passage B) at an
'average' level of performance. She also predicted that Henry would
comprehend the fifth grade passage (Passage C) at a "poor" level of
performance.
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Actual Reading Performance
The researcher assessed Henry's oral reading and comprehension with
the three narrative passages. The three passages were written at the first, third,
and fifth grade levels respectively. This assessment involved a task similar to
that which a student would be asked to do in school. The researcher asked
Henry to read each passage aloud as well as he could, and he was told that he
would be asked to tell about the passage when he was finished reading. Henry
was attentive and cooperative during the testing session. The researcher gave
Henry the first grade passage (Passage A), and he immediately started to read
it. His oral reading at tiie first grade passage was relatively free of miscues,
and he only missed one word: grew. It is interesting that botii Ivan and Henry
missed ttie same word arew, and they both substituted the same word amw.
They probably missed this word because graphophonically arew and grow look
and sound similarly. While repetitions were not counted as enors they were
noted. Henry repeated tiie word first This repetition was not scored as an
error; hence it was not counted against his oral reading accuracy score. Henry
scored 97% accuracy in oral reading for the first grade reading passage
(Passage A). The teacher's prediction of Henry's reading level and his actual
oral reading were dose but not quite congruent. The teacher underestimated
Henry's ability to read ttiis passage to a slight degree. It was not a gross under
estimation even though he read it better ttian she predicted he would read it.
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Henry missed 12 words and scored 90% accuracy when he read aloud
Passage B, the third grade passage. His oral reading of the fifth grade passage
was 81% accuracy.

The teacher predicted he would read at an * average level

of accuracy" on Passage B and a 'poor level of accuracy" on Passage C. The
teacher's predictions of Henry's reading were found to be in agreement with his
actual readings of Passages B and C.
The San Dieoo Oral Paragraph (The Center for Applied Research in
Education. Inc., 1978) is a criterion referenced test Henry scored 91% for oral
reading accuracy on the third grade reading passage of The San Diego Oral
Paragraph. This score was very dose to the score that he obtained on Passage
B which also is a third grade passage. The third grade teacher rated him as
"being slightly below grade level' in reading. The findings are that Henry is
actually reading on grade level (third grade 90-91 percent). In this example, the
teacher's evaluation of Henry appears to be an underestimation of his actual
literacy achievement.
Henry's retelling of passage A was evaluated by the researcher and the
outside evaluator. Both the researcher and the outside evaluator judged his
retelling as being equivalent to an 'excellent" level of comprehension or a '5'
(scale from 1, lowest to 5, highest). The teacher predicted that his
comprehension of this passage would be 'high', a rafting of '4". For passage B
the outside evaluator and researcher rated Henry's comprehension as 'low", a
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"2" while the teacher predicted it to be within an 'average' a rating of '3' level
of comprehension. The third grade teacher's predicb'on and the researcher's
rating of Henry's comprehension were dose on this test, but not congruent. For
passage C the outside evaiuator rated Henry as 'low", a '2' and the researcher
rated him as 'average', a '3'. His teacher predicted 'poor", a '1' comprehension
for Passage C. Here we have three different opinions of how well Henry
comprehended or might comprehend Passage C. The third grade teacher's
prediction of Henry's comprehension was somewhat lower than his actual rated
performance on passage C.
On The San Diego Oral Paragraph for the third grade passage, the
outside evaiuator and the researcher rated Henry's level of comprehension as
'average', a '3'. The following is the text of the third grade passage of The San
Diego Oral Paragraph:
The Text
The boy looked frightened. He was in the middle of the walk. He loolced
lonely in the city as the cars zoomed by. In a moment, several men
walked past. A tall man drew up in a car. He got out and walked straight
to the boy. "Why aren't you in school?" the man exclaimed. Since
the boy did not know what to say, he began to cry. ( See
Appendix G)
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In retelling the story Henry gave the following account of what the story was
about 'This boy, he got lost in the city. A big man came past him and walked
towards him. The boy started crying because he was scared of the man,
because he was a stranger to him.'
In analyzing Henry's retelling we see that he responded with three
sentences. The first sentence gives the setting for the story (a city). The first
sentence also shows that Henry made an inference about the main character
as being lost The second sentence shows the interacfion between the man and
the boy (A big man came past him and walked towards him). He failed to
mention that the man asked him a question. In the third sentence (The boy
started crying because he was scared of the man, because he was a stranger
to him). Henry is making some inferences from the text and from his own
background knowledge. The inference is that the man is a stranger, and that
strangers are to be approached with caution or feared. His inference as to why
the boy began to cry Is different from the reason given directly in the text

He

mentions that the boy felt scared, but he gives a reason that is different from
that given in the text. Henry's retelling was more organized and elaborate than
that of Ivan.
The wrifino Sample
The researcher asked Henry to write a story about his birthday party.
Prior to Henry writing his story, the same prewriting procedures were followed
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as with Ivan. Henry wrote the fbllowing story; in response to the directive to
write a story about his birthday party (Henry's invented spellings are given, as
he wrote them.):
I do lote of stuf and I go and have cake. We eat it all up and than we go
in my tree hose. We have meeting in the tree hose.
(I do lots of stuff, and I go and have cake. Ws eat it all up. and then we
go in my treehouse. Ws have a meeting in the treehouse.)
In analyzing Henry's written composition we see that it contains three
sentences and thirty words. He ended three of his four sentences with terminal
punctuation (periods) and started all of them with capital letters. Henry wrote
one compound sentence, using a conjunction to connect the two simple
sentences. (I do lots of stuff, and I go and have cake.) Five of the words were
misspelled or invented spellings. The misspelled words showed that he
attempted to make use of graphophonics to aid his spelling. This was also true
for Ivan. This is evidenced in the correct use of the beginning initial consonants
used in the misspelled words. He used dose approximations to correct spelling
to spell the words: tmehouse. stuff, meeting, lots, then. Henry used spadng
between and within his words. Initially, the story is written sequentially as to the
events as they might occur at a birthday party, however, by the end of the
story, he veered off of the topic. Having a meeting in the treehouse is not
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congruent with the topic of a birthday party. This seems more like having a
boys' dub meeting.
The outside evaluator rated Henry's story composition as "poor", a '1'.
The researcher rated Henry's story composition as "low", a '2'. The poor rating
was given because the following criteria were not met Henry's story did not
have a title. It did not have a dearty defined beginning, middle, and ending. It
did not indude who came to the party. It did not have supporting details. It did
not have a sense of story. Many of the elements of story were missing from
Henry's composition. Elements of What? Who? When? Where? were not
induded in his story. Because of its brevity, the story was incomplete. The
story did not stay with the theme. Finally, in comparison with the stories written
by other third grade students, the researcher expeded Henry of being capable
of writing a story of higher quality.
Henry's third grade teacher stated that he ."has become a better story
writer and likes to write nice stories.' She also stated that,' Henry has
improved in reading and writing this year' The teacher's rating of Henry's
writing ability and the actual score of his writing performance were not
congruent. The teacher stated that Henry writes 'nice' stories. The researcher
and the outside evaluator rated Henry's writing to be 'low* and "poor"
respectively , suggesting that the teacher perceived Henry's writing
achievement to be higher than the researcher evaluated it as.
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When Henry's actuaf reading scores are compared with his teacher's
prediction of the quality of his performance, the two were found to disagree for
the first grade passage and the third grade passage, therefore, the teacher
appeared to have an inaccurate perception of Henry's literacy achievement.
The teacher underestimated his reading achievement and overestimated his
writing achievement
Follow UP
According to Henry's present teacher, he is functioning within the
average range for his fourth grade dass. Because Henry was helped during the
first grade by Reading Recovery, a program that focused on his reading
strengths , instead of reading t>elow grade level, he read within the average
range at the time of the assessment At the time of this assessment, Henry
viewed himself as a competent reader and writer, rather than a poor reader and
writer. This is evidenced by his teacher's statement that,' Henry has become a
better story writer and likes to write nice stories." In addition, his teacher stated
that, 'Henry has improved in reading and writing this year." Henry also
described himself as a 'good reader." When asked to read. He did not seem to
be fearful of reading but instead appeared confident about his reading ability.
Henry's perception of himself as a good reader seems promising. He
acknowledged that reading Is not his best subject, and he would like to get
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better grades in reading. This indicates that Henry maintains a positive attitude
about reading and himself as a reader.
Condusion.
Even though IHenry was placed at the bottom 20% in literacy
achievement in the first grade, the intervention Reading Recovery Program
taught him critical strategies that he could use and maintain over a two year
period to be an effective reader. Both Ivan and Henry are no longer placed at
the bottom 20% of the dass. This is evidenced by their ability to score within
the average range for most of the reading tasks. The two third grade passages
were orally read with an accuracy rate (91 and 90 percent) and the third grade
teachers rated both Ivan and Henry as being slightly below grade level in
reading.
As with Ivan, the most benefidal outcome of how Reading Recovery
helped Henry was found to be related to his attitude about reading. His scores
were well above average in both the academic and recreational reading
obtained on The Elementary School Reading Attitude Survey. (McKenna &
Kear, 1990). This positive attitude appears to enable Henry to continue to
improve his reading, because he is not defeated by a perceived or real inability
to read. The fact that he wants to get "A's' in reading also is evidence that he
continues to have a positive attitude about reading.
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Case Study Observations and Conclusions
The two case studies were written to provide the reader with an in depth
study of two of the subjects from the sample of 11 white students and 16 black
students. The literacy ability, the strategies used for reading, and maintaining
literacy ability two years after the same intervention, Reading Recovery were
examined to determine if both groups of students would acquire the same level
of literacy and maintain that level equally. Although the subjects were members
of the two studied raa'al groups they were both found to be more similar to
each other than different in many aspects. The literacy ability, the strategies
used for reading, and maintaining literacy ability two years after the same
intervention, Reading Recovery were determined to be of equal benefit to both
subjects selected for the case study. In addition to similar achievement, the
family structures, school expen'ences, personal interests, and aspirations were
similar for both subjects.
Family Structures
Both Ivan and Henry live in a nuclear family structure with both parents
living in the home. They are both identified as middle children sharing their
parents with a number of siblings; both older and younger. There was at least
one parent at home at all times, because at least one parent was not worfting
outside of the home. Therefore, neither one of the students came home after
school to an unsupervised environment. When the students came home after
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school there was parental supervision. This is important because both students
reported that they received help with homework when needed, in addition to the
parental supervision.
Interests and Aspirations
Ivan and Henry like to play computer games. Their favorite computer
game is "Oregon Trail.' When they are not playing computer games, both Ivan
and Henry reported that their favorite sport to play is football.

Both students

said that they like to spend their Saturday mornings watching cartoons. They
both reported that their favorite book series is Goosebumos. Ivan and Henry
both like their pets and spend time taking care of their pets. Ivan and Henry
share similar responsibilities and chores around the house.

Both Ivan and

Henry would like to attend college.
School Exoeriences
Both Ivan and Henry attend schools within the same school district. Their
schools have radally diverse populations, with a number of white, black , and
Hispanic students in attendance. Their schools are alike, but they are also
different. Ivan goes to a neighborhood school and Henry goes to a magnet
school. The schools of both students have programs that provide assistance to
students who are in need of spedal assistance in reading and writing. The
schools offer the same program to assist the students 'at risk' of failing to learn
to read and write which is the Reading Recovery Program. At the first grade
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level both Ivan and Henry were identified as performing at the bottom 20% of
their dass in literacy achievement Ivan and Henry both partidpated in the
Reading Recovery Program, their duration in the program was within one week
of one another, and they both exited the program at the same reading text level
14.
Achievement
The two third grade reading passages were orally read by both Ivan and
Henry with an accuracy of 90 and 91% respectively.

Both students were rated

as reading at slightly below grade level by their teachers. Ivan and Henry share
a similarly positive attitude about reading as measured by The Elementan^
Reading Attitude Survev (McKenna & Kear, 1990). Their scores were well above
average in both tiie Academic Reading and Recreational Reading percentiles.
These findings are supported by ttie findings of The "Education Trust", a
non-profit group that monitors student performance reported in Education
Watch: 1996 Education Trust State and National Data Book:
The gap between academic achievement rates of whites and minorities
has widened...ln 1980 tiie reading gap between blacks and whites was 30
points but narrowed to 18 points in 1988. However, in 1992 it rose to 30
points again, (p. 12)
The report also states: "Poor and minority youngsters will achieve at tiie highest
levels if tiiey are taught at the highest levels." (p.12)
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In this study the researcher's findings also suggest that effective teaching
delivered to students whether they are black or white will yield lasting, effective,
comparable results.
Summary of the Rndings
The following is a summary of the findings of this study presented in
response to the research questions stated in Chapter 1:
1)

Black and white students, who were instructed in the intervention,
Reading Recovery, demonstrated similar characteristics in literacy
achievement on all assessments in the study.

2)

Black and white students who successfully completed the intervention
program, Reading Recovery, demonstrated that they equally maintain
average literacy scores for at least two years after intervention as
evidenced by the assessments conducted in this study. The one
exception to this was found with a significant difference in attitude toward
recreational reading with the black students' mean
attitude score being lower than that of the white students.

3)

Teachers demonstrated accurate evaluation of black and white students'
literacy ability two years post intervention as measured on the Teacher's
Evaluation of Students' Ability Questionnaire.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS. IMPLICATIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the research and to set forth
implications and recommendations for researchers. Information will be
presented within the following sections: 1) restatement of the problem, 2)
related research, 3) design and procedures. 4) findings of the study. 5)
conclusions, 6) implications. 7) recommendations for further research and
instruction that emanate from the results of this study.
Restatement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine whether two groups of
students: one white and one black achieve and maintain comparable literacy
levels for at least two years after receiving the intervention. Reading Recovery.
A Secondary purpose was to determine whether teachers of students who
received the intervention, Reading Recovery, evaluated their literacy ability
equally.
The research questions addressed in this study are:
1)

Do black and white students, who were Instructed in the
intervention program Reading Recovery, have similar levels of
literacy achievement and share similar literacy characteristics?
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2)

Do black and white students who successfully complete the
intervention program Reading Recovery, maintain average scores
for at least two years post intervention?

3)

Do teachers of black and white students accurately evaluate their
literacy ability two years post intervention?
Related Research

Relevant literature to this study was identified and reviewed. Three areas
of research literature were particularly relevant to this study: 1)The literacy of
black and white students and the effects of race prejudice on academic
achievement, 2) The effectiveness of Reading Recovery as a literacy
Intervention, and 3) Teacher Expectations and its impact on student
performance.
In general, studies show that tiie black students often have a different
educational experiences than white students. Many studies show that Reading
Recovery has been effective in providing black and white students with lasting
effective sti-ategies for reading. It appears ttiat the rate at which children learn
and how they team can be adapted by changing the environmental stimuli.
Design and Procedures
The 27 stiJdents in this stijdy were selected from tiie population of
students who received the first grade reading intervention, Reading Recovery,
and were successfully "discontinued" from the program. At the time of the
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study, these students were currently in the third grade attending 27 different
schools within the same large school district in a Southwestern dty in The
United States.
Once the 27 students were identified, they were coded according to race
and gender. The students were then given a numt)er, by which their identity
remained unknown for purposes of unbiased assessment.
After compiling the Teacher Evaluation of Student's Literacy Ability
(TESLA) the students' third grade teachers were contacted to set up a
scheduled time for the researcher's assodate to go to each of the students'
schools and conduct an interview with ttie students' tiiird grade teachers. Once
the interviews were completed, tiie researcher went to the students' dasses to
conduct the battery of assessments.

Each assessment took approximately

sixty minutes per student to complete. The researcher conducted the following
battery of assessments in the order as they appear
1)

The Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS), (McKenna &
Kear, 1990)

2)

Three Narrative Reading Passages (A), (Lobel, 1977, p. 22) (B),
(Stauffer, et al., 1962, p. 173), (C), (Stauffer, et. al., 1962, p. 33)
which involved oral reading and retelling.
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3)

San Dieao Oral Reading Paragraph. Grade Three (Center for
Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1978) which involved oral
reading and retelling.

4)

vy/Hting Sample - Student was allowed 10 minutes to write a story
about his birthday party.

A second visit was made by the researcher to Ivan and Henry to collect
data for the two case studies. After the battery of assessments had been
administered to the 27 students, the data were collected and analyzed.
Findings of the Study
The results of the data analyses indicate no significant differences found
between black and white students' literacy achievement on any of the
assessments. The findings indicate that for the 27 students in the study, The
Reading Recovery Program appears to have a maintenance effect upon
students' literacy achievement and Academic Reading Attitude for both black
and white students. No significant difference was found between the white
students and the black students in the Teachers' Evaluation of the Students'
Literacy Ability (TESLA).
Although there was no significant difference found in the Academic
Reading scores of black and white students, there was a significant difference
found in Recreational Reading scores of the Elementan^ School Attitude Survev
(McKenna & Kear, 1990). The white students had a higher reported
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Recreational Reading Attitude mean percentile rank score, than the black
students.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the findings of this study:
1)

When effective early intervention is rendered to black and white
students, who were initially identified as being at risk of learning
how to read both groups become equivalent to each other in
literacy ability and that ability is wittiin the average range.
Therefore, Reading Recovery was found to be effective for
enhandng the literacy competency of first grade students for both
racial groups, black and white.

2)

Black and white students who successfully complete the
intervention program, Reading Recovery, remain equivalent to
each ottier in literacy ability for at least two years. Therefore, the
effects of tills intervention were long lasting for both radal groups.

3)

Teachers of black and white students who received Reading
Recovery, accurately evaluate their actual literacy ability two years
post intervention. The teacher expectations for black students
were found to be similar to those for white students. Therefore,
teachers are able to estimate a student's actual level of literacy
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achtevement In addition, the race of the child being evaluated
does not appear to affect the teacher's estimate.
Implications
The following implications are suggested by the conclusions of this study:
1)

if black students, at nsk of learning to read, are given effective,
appropriate, iaarly intervention programs, they should make as
much progress as white students.

2)

To dose the "gap" t>etween black and white literacy achievement
scores, intervention programs must be implemented that have
been proven to be effective in providing instruction regarding
reading strategies that enable students to continue as independent
readers.

3)

Early, effective intervention that is benefia'al to all students at risk
of teaming to read is proven to be cost effective in providing
students with a strategy maintenance system, so that further
intervention is unnecessary.

4)

If teachers fairiy evaluate each student's potential to achieve,
those unbiased expectations foster and sustain student literacy
performance.
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Recommendations for Further Research
Results from the present study indicate that further research in the
following areas appears warranted:
1)

Replication of this study with a larger sample of students.

2)

Replication of this study with a comparison of two different radal
groups.

3)

Replication of this study comparing treatment groups (those
receiving eariy intervention) with control groups (those not
receiving early intervention).

4)

Replication of this study with a different control assignment

5)

Replication of this study with a comparison of gender groups.

6)

Replication of this study with a larger numt)er of case studies.

7)

Replication of this study with a different gender as the subjects of
the case studies.
Recommendations for Educational Practice

1)

School districts, administrators, and teachers should be mindful
that black and white children can learn equally well and maintain
their achievement levels given similar and effective instruction.

2)

Effective instructional innovations should be continued by schools.

3)

Teacher education programs should encourage objective unbiased
evaluation of students.
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Teachers should be reminded to have similar expectations for all
students.

APPENDIX A
ALTERNATE RANKING SHEET
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ALTERNATE RANKING
Please list your first grade students in an alternate
ranking order (e.g., #1, #32, #2, #31. . .). Alternate
students according to the following manner: highest, lowest,
succeeding highest, etc. until you reach the middle of the
list. Your decisions must be based upon your estimation of
their reading/writing abilities. This process will assist in
the selection of students for the Reading Recovery/
Descumbriendo La Lectura Program.
1.

17.

2.

18.

3.

19.

4.

20.

5.

21.

6.

22.

7.

23.

8.

24.

9.

25.

10 .

26.

11.

27.

12 .

28.

13.

29.

14.

30.

15.

31.

16.

32.

APPENDIX B
OBSERVATION SURVEY
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LETTER lOENTIFICATION SCORESHECr

TEST«1

TESTSCORE

Dale;.

IS4

Name:

School;

Reeordir

Classraotn Teacher.

s

A
A
F
K
P
W

I.R.

Word

1

1

z
1

B
H

O

6
Y

L
Q

1

M
0
N
S
X
1
G
R
V
T

I
i

1

I

1
1
1
I
l

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I
l

1

1

Can«.js>0f»s:

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
t

1
i
1

1
i

1

i
« 1
t
1
Si
ll
r i l l

1
1
1
1
i
1

V 1
t t

1

1

t

1
1
1
1
1
1
i P«^f»;irar

i

i

•

I 9 I

I

I

1

1
1

1

m

1

1

LR.

1
1
1
1
1
1

y
q1

1
1

1
1
I

P
w
z
0
J
u
a
c

1
1
1

Word

f
K

b
h

1

J
U

S

A

n
s

!

1
1

X

TOTALS

f

(fnlrrTown

1
1
1

Commanf?:

1

IA

Aiohasit nami rcspenst:
checkniatk
;

S Lener sound response:
eneckmaric
WORD Record the word
me chM gives
IR

•OitwWW.i—K——triwowl—iWiiiriilM

Incorrect resoonse:
Record what the child
says
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TEST«

WORD TEST SCORE SHEET
TEST SCORE

Date:
Name:

School: __________________________

Recorder

CUssroomTeachen

Record Incorrect Responses

• (Checkmark) Cerrect Response

• (Dot) No Response

(Use approprttte Sst of words.)
USTA
(Entry)
Practice
Words

•Cm.mkuMM««

LISTB
(Discontinuing)

LISTC
(End of Year)

can

in

see

and

ran

big

the

it

to

pretty

said

ride

has

her

him

down

find

(or

where

we

you

after

ihey

ttiis

let

Eve

may

here

away

in

am

are-

at

there

no

with

over

put

some

Sltle

look

make

did

do

eat

what

who

an

them

then

walk

one

play •

red

like

again

now

could

give

Irom

yes

saw

have

*r ^ ft**
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TEST *3

CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINTSCORE SHEET

Oaie;

Stones;

TEST SCORE

Sand:

/24

Nam:

Seheoi:

Rteordar

OassroofnTaefttr

Ust th« script whan admininaring this last.
Scaring:
• (Checkmark) correct raapensa.

Cover

2. Prim contains message

4/5

3.
4.
5.
6.

6

7. Ptrst and last concept

7

8. Bottom oipicture

8/9

9. Begin Die' (Sand) orT (Stones) bonom ane.
too OR turn book

Wtiere to start
Whtdi waytogo
Return sweep to left
Word by word matctiing

lOni

10. Line order aRered

12/13

11. Left pagebeiore right
12. One changein word order
13. One change in letter order

14/1S

14. One ctiange in letter order
15. Meaning 01?

16/17

16. Meaning 01period/luB stop
17. Meaningof comma
18. Meaning of quotation marks
19. Locate M m H h (Sand)
OR Tt Bb (Stones)

20

•Cm. lai.n—

COMMENT

1. Frontofbooic

2/3

18/19

• (Dot) ineerreet response.

ITEM

PAGE 1 SCORE

1 20.Reversibiewordswas.no
21. One teller: two letters
22. One word: two words
23. First and last letterol word
24. Capital letter
n«cmsmum<sm«i

j

j

1
!
!
i

j

-

>

!

!
i
11
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PromBt<terT»«t«j

WmriNG VOCABULARY

Beginning Time: __________ Enl«ng T»ne:
WRITING PROMPTS: I. is, a, an. to. ihe. we. me. at. on. in. go (going), my. cat (cats), sat, can, it.
love. mom. dad. and. yes. no. dog. good. you. ball. he. she. play. car. lor. esme. like. see. here. up.
look. this.
Colorwotds>rcd; number words •ten: names oMamiiy members or friends: animal words - pig. cow: prompts
from the Word Test: Basal word prompts.
COMMENTS;

DICTATION TEST

DireetiBnatorT»att5

"I am going to read you a story. When I have read it through once I will read n again very slowly to that
you can wrtte the words of the story." - Read through the sentences at normal speed. "Some of the words
are hard. Say them slowly and think how you would write them."

T71i Bui Ti comTng. iT wTTi iTop here

BEGINNING OF
THE YEAR TESTING.

1.

ENTERING OR
DISCONTINUING.

2. I

FORMD

FORMA

to let me get on.
haveabigdogathome.

Today I am going to take him to
s c h^I .

DISCONTINUING.
FORM C (Us* this term
only when Fom A was
usedtoemerthe
child)

3 . I Can 366 the red boat that we are

ENDOFTHEYEAR

4. The boy is riding his bike.
__
He can go very fast on it.

TESTING,
FORME

going

to have

a ride in.

If the chad has difliculiy say. "You say R slowly. How would you start to write it? What can you near? What
else do you hear?" II the child cannot complete ihe word, say "We'll leave that word. The next word
is..."
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TEST #4

WRITINC VOCABULARY TEST SHEET

j
TEST SCORE

Oait:

^

1

Name:

School:

Rwocder:

Claasreoin Taaetiar

(Paid heading under before child uses sheet)

«ear.NM;i

, er ».e»e ewwiSRiwe
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TESTES

f

DICTATION TEST SHEET

TEST scone

m

On*:
Nanw:

Scftoel:

rVKOIdtn

Classfoofn Ttaeher:

Citete Pbfm U««a (A. B, C. 0 or E):

(Pisidjnnd^'u^r^cter^^^

shMt)
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TESr«6

RUNNING RECCnD OF TEXTREADING
• LS*/cLS A-Z

Higncst Lcvti«90% or

OaiK .
Name-

Sctxat:

Reesrdar.

C:assreem T«xe^«r

' All thrM lavtis iRus: t* tirSratsvui (S. i.2).

LSVEL PAGE{
A

E 1 5W
Unatle to

Lsvei S

WHSSSSSPOT?

.B

"^pot is lost His metncr loaks sytrywhcrt for him.'*
R«sdmi«and7pagts
"nreu point and rasd."
No. no, no

3
EWES
1

4

A BIRO CAN PLY
This bookis about things ptepte and animals can do.
m raad tlia first two psgas tlMn you can haip.'
Tsaeharpoinis and raads.
(A fish can swim. So can L)
(A frog can hop. So can L)
(A horsa can run.) "You rtad IL.'
So
can

5

(A dog can dig.)

So

can

L

6

(A monicay can swing.)

So

can

1.

7

"You raad this paga."

can

L

2
3

A bird

can

By.

So

L

•

2

HATS
"This story is about paopla's hats. Tha hats art diffarant
eslors. ni rasd tha tint paga, and than you can hatp."
Taaehar poims and raads.

n
«•(*

2

(TTw tirafightar has a rad hat)

3

(Tha pirata) "You raad tht rssi.'

Itas

a

purple

hat

4

(Tha sailor)

has

a

wMia

hat.

5

(Tha witch)

has

a

blaeic

hat.

6

(The woman)

has

a

yellow

hat.

7

(Now)

has

a

yatow

haL

tha

monkay

I
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6 RUNNM6 RECORD OF TEXTREAOING
Higiitst Laval at 90%
orafiova
Laval.

AEC

Setiool:
Ciassfoom Taaehar

Laval:

Aec.:

SC Ratal:

Mormauon us«d

TOTALS
TTTLE:

Woias:

ir na OM

SC

E
MSV

SC
MSV

APPENDIX C
WRITING RUBRIC
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Writing Rubric
A4r«sponsa
• CiMriy orBinizad and roeusad.
• Idaaa Row logieany from bagintMng to and.
• In aipotHory raapenaas lha main poinu ara alaboraiad upon or axpiainad through iha usa
of spacHie dataita or raaaona.
• In narraUva rasponaas tha avants ara wall davalopad.
• Rasponsa suceafsfuHy fuffills tha task.
• Santaneas ara corrae^wilitan. and thay display variaiy.
• Expository rasponsas axliibit dear and praa'sa word ehoicas.
• In narratlva rasponsas word ehoicas ara vivid and axprassiva.
• Brings dosura through resolution of a problem or summary of a topic.
A 3 response '
• May contain minor organizational flaws (digressions or repetitions), or the focus may be
somewhat unclear.
• Ideas flow logically through most of tha response.
• Response may not be fully developed or explained.
• Response reasonably fulfills the tasic
• SenterKes ara correctly written iMit lacking In variety, or there may be a lew errors in
sentence structure with greater veriety.
• Word choices are appropriate to the response, although tfiey may not be espeo'aHy vivW.
expressive, dear, or precise.
• May not suflidently dose tlie topic, or may offer an inappropriate dosing or ending.
A 2 response
• Shows attempts made at organization, but the overall plan may be confusing or illogical,
and/or tfie locus may be undear.
• Disruptions in tfie
of ideas may be frequent end/or serious.
• Resfiortse may be minimaly developed or explained.
• Response may only partially fulfill the task.
• There may be several errors in senterKe strudure. and little variety is demonstrated.
• Word choices are generally appropifata but limited.
• Clesura Is often missing.
A1 response
• Shows RMe or no evidence of a logical plan or focus.
• Ideas do not flow togicaNy.
• Response may not be developed or explained.
• Response does not fulfill the task.
• There may be many errors in sentence strudure. with litiie or no variety.
• Word dioices are limited or unsuitable.
Assign a 0 if ifie response shows no understanding of the assignment or if the student lails to
respond to the item.
Assign H/S (Not scorable) if Iha response is illegible.
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APPENDIX D
ELEMENTARY READING ATTITUDE SURVEY

9PAWS, Incorporated. The GARFIELD character is incorporated in this test with
the provision of PAWS, Incorporated, and may be reproduced only in
connection with the reproduction of the test in its entirety for classroom use
prior to December 31.1999, and any other reproduction or use without the
express prior written consent of PAWS is prohibited.
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ELEMENTARY READING ATTITUDE SURVEY
School

Grade

Name

1. How do you feel when you read a book on a rainy
Saturday?

2. How do you feel when you read a book in school
during free time?

3. How do you feel about reading for fun at home?

4. How do you feel about getting a book for a
present?
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2
15.

6.

How do you feei about spending free time reading?

How do you feel about starting a new book?

m

7. How do you feel about reading during summer
vacation?

8.

How do you feel about reading instead of playing?

2
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3
9.

How do you feel about going to a bookstore?

10. How do you feel about reading different kinds of
books?

11. How do you feel when the teacher asks you questions
about what you read?

12. How do you feel about doing reading workbook
pages and worksheets?
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4
13. How do you feel about reading in school?

14. How do you feel about reading your school books?

15. How do you feel about learning from a book?

16. How do you feel when it's time for reading class?

160

5
7. How do you feel about the stories you read in
reading class?

i

I

18. How do you feel when you read out loud in class?

19. How do you feel about using a dictionary?

20. How do you feel about taking a reading test?
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Etenwiilary Raading Attitud* Survey
Seerina«liMt
Studmnma

• • .•

ItaeiMr ______________________
Grade
AdmWtiraiiondtft ___
SeoMngBuida
4
3
2
1

pekMa
poMa
poiiua
point

HappiaatQarfiaM
StgMirainWngOarfiald
MMlyupaatQatfiald
\%yupaat6af(iald
Aeadamie rtading

Raenaiionalraadina

11. -

1. _
2. _

12. ,
13. .
14. 15. .
16. .
17. .
IB. .
19. .

3. 4. _

5. ,

6. .
7. ,

8. .
9..
10. .

20. .
Rawseora:.

Raw scam:.

Full seal* isiiirieart(neeraationai * Acadatnic):
ParccnlM rania

Racraaiional
Acadamie
Fullteala
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APPENDIX E
TEACHER EVALUATION OF STUDENTS' LITERACY ABILITY (TESLA)
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TEACHER EVALUATION OF STUDENTS' LITERACY ABILITY (TESLA)
Teacher Interview
Student name
Teacher
Grade

School
^Date

Please circle the answer that best describes your response
to the following questions:
SA=Strongly Agree, A=Agree, D=Disagree, SI>=Strongly Disagree
Part A
1.

The student uses strategies
when reading.

SA

A

D

SD

2.

The student is a fluent reader.

SA

A

D

SD

3.

The student is an independent reader.

SA

A

D

SD

4.

The student reads at

SA

A

D

SD

5.

The student is a problem solver.

SA

A

D

SD

6.

The student likes to read.

SA

A

D

SD

7.

The student reads to leam other
subjects.

SA

A

D

SD

8.

The student comprehends what he
or she reads;.

SA

A

D

SD

grade level.

Part B
9.

Describe the student as a reader and a writer.

10.

Describe how the student relates to others.

11. Which quartile does the student fit within the class?
High Quartile
99-75th%
(

)

Third Quartile Second Quartile
74-50th%
49-25th%
(

)

(

)

Low Quartile
24-lst%
{

)
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Part C
12. Look at the three reading passages. Rate your prediction of
how the student would read each passage:
Excellent
High
Average
Low
Poor
Passage A
Passage B
Passage C

(
(
(

)
)
)

(
(
{

Rate your prediction of
passage:

)
)
)

(
(
(

)
)
)

(
(
(

)
)
)

(
(
(

)
)
)

how the student would con^jrehend each

Passage A

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Passage B

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Passage C

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Part D
13.

How many years of teaching experience do you have?

14.

How many years have you taught third grade?

15.

How many courses in reading have you had?

APPENDIX F
THREE NARRATIVE READING PASSAGES

Passage A

TWO LARGE STONES

Two large stones
sat on the side of a hill.
Grass and flowers grew there.
"This side of the hill
is nice,"
said the first stone.
"But I wonder
what is on
the other side
of the hill?"

Passage B

Susan Anthony liked school. She was
always studying. Best of all she liked to
do difficult problems in arithmetic.
'•Here's one for Susan," the big boys
would say when they came to a difficult
problem. They liked to tease her.
But Susan Anthony liked being
teased. She would do the problem and
enjoy it.
Mr. Lamb, the teacher, was amused.
He would say, *'I don't know who is
beins teased. Sometimes it seems to me
that Susan is teasing the boys."
Sometimes the boys would think up
problems just for fun. But Susan was
always ready for them.
"If a little red hen sees ten bugs,"
asked a boy, '"how many bugs will she
catch?"
"One," answered Susan. "The other
bugs will rty away."
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Passage C

Parachutes
When Colonel WilHant I^ivulace
jumped from 40,000 feet, his strik
ing use of the parachute was
widely noted. The jump was indeed
a high one, and the colonci learned
many things on the way down.
When he jumped, a cord fastened
to a catch on the plane pulled his
parachute into operation. It opened
wide, bit into the thin atmosphere
eight miles up from the earth, and
cut the speed of his fall with a sud
den pull. His left glove slipped off
and his hand froze at once in the
40 below zero temperature. He did
not feel it, however, for he had
blacked out.
As he fell, he breathed in lifesaving air from the mask he was
wearing. This was partly respon
sible for his becoming more fully
awai'e of his surroundings and of
what he had planned to do. The
mask was an oxygen mask.
For twenty-three minutes and
fifty-one seconds he slid quietly
through the atmosphere. He could
almost feel it thicken as he fell.
The speed of his fall slowed as he
came into the heavier air closc to
the earth's surface. He landed in a
wheat field, unhurt except for a
frozen hand. From this he quickly
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APPENDIX G
SAN DIEGO ORAL READING PARAGRAPH GRADE THREE
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san diego quich oral paragraphs

i y\>»

The boy looked frightened. He was in the middle of the walk. He looked lonely in the city
as the cars zoomed by.
In a moment, several men walked past.
A tall man drew up in a car. He got out and walked straight to the boy. •
"Why aren't you in schoolT' The man e.xclaimed.
Since the boy did not know what to say, he began to cry.
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